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Foreword

Transtechnology Research Seminar Series 2017/18 A Slow Conference
2017/18
Revisiting ideoplasticity: contingency, action, and imagination.
At the end of the seminar series in 2017 we decided to run the following
year’s programme as a conference spread over seven months (a slow
conference). In the previous year the Transtechnology Research seminar
series explored established tropes of affect in the creative disciplines. This
allowed us to extend the argument of the previous series and contribute
to Latour’s call for a more nuanced and valuable concept of reality for the
21st century – especially in the arts, sciences and humanities. The series
explored the extent to which the rhetorical constraints of instrumentation,
narrative, and illusion have extended the concept of human affect into a
collaborative relationship with a shared hypothesis of the real.
In Revisiting ideoplasticity: contingency, action, and imagination we
continued the now long-running theme of affect and its manifestations by
exploring further its recognizable tropes. In this seminar series we took as
a key theme the concept of ideoplasticity, a 19th century term referring to
the somatic effects of mental ideas which has appeared, and continues to
appear, in art history, medicine, fringe science and spiritualism.
Ideoplasticity offered us a starting point to frame pragmatic discussions
about how we might mobilise contemporary theoretical approaches
associated with the ‘posthumanities’ such as affect studies, or
neomaterialism. It offered a critical lens through which to consider the
4

insights they might open up for practices that engage with the human
subject. It offered a historical grounding from which to approach emerging
creative and scientific models that foreground the contingent nature of
reality and the human subjects within it as it retains defiant, and perhaps
difficult, fringe associations, and so potentially offered a space to explore
how speculation and fiction can remain mobilized between arts, psychology
and medical science.
This volume presents the result of the slow conference and what has been an
extended process of presenting, thinking, reading and writing together. The
slow conference format was complete with conference dinner, keynote, and
poster session. Consistent with our adjustment of time and space, the poster
session was a scale model as was the conference dinner. The posters were
printed as pocket size ‘Leibig cards’1 and are reproduced in the middle of
this volume. We also include some images of the tiny food that participants
brought along, which perhaps the most impressive of which was Theo
Humpries’ miniature scotch eggs (made with miniscule fish eggs) shown in
a collage in the final pages of the book.
As the timetable of sessions below shows, we began the series with two
abstract sessions which allowed presenters the space to summarise their
plans and work-in-progress for discussions and clarifications. We also
met for an early session to reflect on the overall thematic concepts and
put panels together as a group, nominating a chair for the session and
each session was chaired by another member of the community with an
investment in the theme. The resulting four panel themes allowed us to
identify the underlying shared concerns that the presenters had brought.
These were; Ideoplastic Landscapes: Representing and disrupting cultural
memory; Ideoplasticity and the problem of felicitous falsehoods; Interaction,
experience and the ideoplastic; and Ideoplasticity, Narrative and Healing.
1
Leibig cards were wonderful trading cards that starting in 1870 were used
as marketing tool for concentrated meat extract, at the time a technically sophisticated health food. Dr. Martha Blassnigg published on Leibig’s cards as part of the
research into advertising media, perception and technology. Her paper, ‘Freeplay’
between Science, Art and Conjuring: Advertising and the Knowing Prosumer is reproduced in the Transtechnology 2013 reader. Available at; http://www.trans-techresearch.net/publications/transtechnology-research-reader/transtechnology-reader-201213/
5

The resulting papers are not all included in this reader simply because
some presenters are further developing the material as part of their research
processes. What we do have here are revised and edited versions that benefit
from subsequent reflection on what was presented and discussed. They cover
something of the broad set of concerns which emerged from the series. In
its positing of a somewhat dualistic connection between the imagination
and the physical body, this title has produced a thematic current through
the collection around questions of substance and fiction, focussing not on
their differences but where they converged or were made useful. Whether
concerned with elucidating technological media; séance, photography, 3D
simulation, robotics, or medical ritual, or technique; narrative, suggestion,
modelling and storytelling, in each paper we see a consideration of the
various productivities of the not-quite authentic, visible, or truly manifest.
The volume begins with reflections from both contemporary and historical
perspectives, with Professor Sue Denham’s conference keynote providing
a contemporary neuroscience perspective on the notion of ideoplasticity,
followed by Dr. Hannah Drayson’s historical overview of the shifting
meanings of the term at the birth of psychotherapy and it’s relation to
suggestibility, mesmerism and concepts of imagination’s relation to the
body. This leads to Anna Walker’s reflections on the figure of ideoplasticity
in spiritualist photographic practices as inhabiting an ambiguous space
that resists reduction to either manifestation or deception. This work
is accompanied by a visual essay titled Memories of Ideoplasticity (2018)
which artfully re-presents the ectoplasmic manifestations of séance cabinet
photography.

and empathy, Stephanie Moran’s paper discuses a new generation of digital
artists whose work is characterised by its use of online platforms as arenas
to explore identity politics, and their use of ‘hyperempathy’. Moran raises
questions surrounding the mobilisation of empathy as a political tactic, and
the flattening nature of social media platforms, which erases boundaries
between political, personal and commercial registers.
Our final two papers continue with further reflections on fiction, as Dr.
Edith Doove extends a further instalment of her ongoing exploration of
the entanglements of fact and fiction, on an expedition that visits thinking
from contemporary culture, literature, comedy and the arts. The final
contribution in the collection takes Doove’s attention to both falsehood and
‘fiction as method’ to its logical end. We close the volume with Lucinda
Guy’s story The Land of Making Invisible Things, to visit invisible and
immaterial arts practices at the top of the Faraway Tree.
Over seven months the seminar series gave the space for eleven papers.
Each presentation was followed by a discussion and indeed in many
cases further reflection and debate in the following days. The underlying
principle of Transtechnology Research and its seminar programme is to
promote transdisciplinary collaborations, consequently this collection of
papers is but a partial representation of the thoughts and contributions of
all those who attended and took part in shaping the papers here. For this
and the ongoing discussion that it has promoted, including the ongoing
seminar programme for 2019/20 Gravity, Epistemology, and Representation:
A Weightless Exploration, we are all grateful.

The middle part of the collection extends themes of authenticity,
technology, and embodiment. James Sweeting’s paper explores historical
videogames as examples of a tension between accuracy and authenticity,
while Eugenia Stamboliev’s paper abstract gives the argument of her work
on the ethics of simulation in elderly care, which reflects on humanoid
form, as well as theatrical and fictional representations of robotic
technologies in care contexts– an argument that Eugenia successfully
defended in order to gain her Ph.D. while this Reader was being produced.
Abigail Jackson’s piece explores the figure of empathy and embodiment in
relation to the fraught role of digital computing when applied in special
educational needs schooling. Taking another perspective on computing
6
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Thanks to:
Amani Alsaad, Araceli De Anda González, Rosie Brave, Becalelis Brodskis,
Emma Bush, Dr. Rita Cachão, Tim Crabtree, Prof. Sue Denham, Sarah
Dewar, Dr. Edith Doove, Guy Edmonds, Paul Finnegan, Dr. Joanna
Griffin, Adam Guy, Lucinda Guy, Agatha Haines, Shelley Hodgson, Theo
Humphries, Jane Hutchinson, Abigail Jackson, Jacqui Knight, Sarah
Lavinsky, Dr. Claudia Loch, Frank Loeche, Stephanie Moran, Dr Sana
Murrani, Dr. Mona Nasser, Dr Kayla Parker, Nick Peres, Dr. Andrew Prior,
Julie Richardson, Eleonora Roaro, Eugenia Stamboliev, James Sweeting, Dr.
Stephen Thompson, Sarah Turton, Nick Walters and Dr Anna Walker.
		
Dr. Hannah Drayson, Prof Michael Punt,
January 2019.
Slow conference timetable of sessions.

21st Feb 2018
Panel 1: Ideoplastic Landscapes: Representing and disrupting cultural
memory.
Papers presented by Becalelis Brodskis and James Sweeting. Session chaired
by Adam Guy.
21st Mar 2018
Panel 2: Ideoplasticity and the problem of felicitous falsehoods.
Papers presented by Eugenia Stamboliev, Anna Walker and Edith Doove.
Session chaired by Guy Edmonds.
18th Apr 2018
Panel 3: Interaction, experience and the ideoplastic.
Papers presented by Abigail Jackson and Nick Peres. Session chaired
by Eugenia Stamboliev.

20th Sep 2017
Introduction and call for papers. Revisiting Ideoplasticity, Dr Hannah
Drayson.

16th May 2018
Panel 4: Ideoplasticity, Narrative and Healing.
Papers presented by Claudia Loch and Stephanie Moran. Session chaired by
Agi Haines.

18th Oct 2017
Proposal abstracts and discussion.

13th June 2018,
Conclusions and publication workshop.

15th Nov 2017
Proposal abstracts and discussion.
13th Dec 2017
Keynote by Professor Sue Denham, miniature poster session (open
invitation) and conference lunch.
17th Jan 2018
Chairs and panels planning session.
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Panels and Abstracts

Panel 1: Ideoplastic Landscapes: Representing and disrupting cultural
memory.
Transtechnology Research Slow Conference, Panel 1. 21st February 2018.
Papers presented by Becalelis Brodskis and James Sweeting. Session chaired
by Adam Guy.
The Fallacy of Nostalgic Materiality.
James Sweeting
This paper considers the interplay between digital materiality, representation
of the past, and their connections to cultural memory and material
evidence. It offers an exploration of the 2015 videogame Assassin’s
Creed Syndicate (Ubisoft Quebec, 2015). Set in London in 1868 the
game provides a digital recreation of the city for the player to explore.
The videogame’s developers created an authentic, albeit inaccurate,
representation of London and it is this distinction and what it means for
those interacting with the videogame that I want to unpack in this paper.
The discussion explores the manifestation of the ‘ideoplastic’ where the
semiotics of Victorian London have been digitally remodelled. Allowances
have been made to make the digital world seem “authentic” focusing
on recognisable landmarks, yet –arguably– memory lies in the smallest
of details. Therefore have Ubisoft just created a ‘theme park’ version of
London, recalling the description of Disneyland by Jean Baudrillard (1994)?
Digital recreations of the physical architecture are not the only issue of
10

concern with this example, as it also contains digital depictions of London
life from the time. While the focus of the game revolves around a secret
order of assassins, the narrative is propped up by documented events of
the time and urban legends. Yet the developers have considered modern
sensibilities regarding women and the treatment of subjects from the British
Empire. Does this weaken the depiction of the era it is trying to create by
seemingly overlooking the detestable, but prevalent, views that existed at the
time, consequently failing to properly address them by assuming society has
moved forward?
Does the experience that one has interacting incite an authentic response or
does it create or reinforce false memories? In order to ascertain the extent
of this, the paper will apply approaches outlined by Shinji Matsunaga
(2016) to recognise how those interacting with these digital spaces do so in
relation to the fictional actions occurring on screen. Conversely, though, the
paper will subsequently query Matsunaga’s failure to address non-fictional
settings, asking whether the theories he has identified are suitable for
understanding the connection between actions taken in the physical space
and corresponding digital space and how these are then interpreted and
understood.
Keywords: Software Studies, Digital Materialism, Memory, Nostalgia
Baudrillard, J. (1994) Simulacra and simulation. Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press.
Matsunaga, S. (2016) ‘Did You Really Get a Mushroom?: Players’ Fictional
Actions in Videogame Playing’, Aesthics: The Journal of the Japanese Society
for Aesthetics, (20), pp. 89–102. Available at: http://www.bigakukai.
jp/aesthetics_online/aesthetics_20/text20/text20_matsunagashinji.pdf
(Accessed: 30 September 2017).
Ubisoft Quebec (2015) ‘Assassin’s Creed Syndicate’. [Video Game] Ubisoft.
Can the Matter of the Virtual affect the Spectacle of our Reality?
Becalelis Brodskis
The concept of reality can be seen as a cultural manifestation of shared
perspectives. When the mobile phone, the channel of a considerable
amount of lived experience, enables not only the experience of, but the
11

opportunity to produce virtual realities, the entanglement in a pseudo
reality will almost be complete. This observation recalls Guy Debord’s
critique of occidental culture as an illusionary spectacle of images that
we consume, feed and are subjugated by. In “Society of the Spectacle
“ (Debord, 1994)(1967) he states: “The spectacle is not a collection of
images; rather, it is a social relationship between people that is mediated
by images”. Proceeding from this premise this paper will question how and
if virtual reality technologies can change the perception of the images that
mediate the social relationship of the spectacle?
The question will be informed by reflections on the relationship between
perception and the aims of a community mapping project called Reimagine Your Town. A map that would be experienced using VR and could
be said to be ideoplastic in its aims, if not in its eventual form. Ideoplastic
in the sense that it is emerging out of the intersection of ideas, placed by
residents of the town.
This paper discusses two very different perspectives on human relationship
to time, space and the image began to battle for position and inform
a critique of the participatory aims of the project. The first is Debord’s
‘Society of the Spectacle’,(1967) in which he asserts for the need to
subvert the present notion of our reality. The second is Henri Bergson’s
philosophical approach to time and the image in “Matter and Memory”
(Bergson, 1991)(1896). While Debord leaves us consumed by the power of
the spectacle, Bergson’s thought proposes a physical relationship between
memory and the present perception of reality that gives us the freedom to
react independently to the habitual impulse of the spectacle.
Bergson, H. (1991) Matter and Memory. MIT Press.
Debord, G. (1994) The society of the spectacle. New York: New York : Zone
Books.
Suzanne, G. (2006) ‘Thinking in Time an introduction to Henri Bergson’.
Panel 2: Ideoplasticity and the problem of felicitous falsehoods.
Transtechnology Research Slow Conference Panel 2. 21st March 2018.
Papers presented by Eugenia Stamboliev, Anna Walker and Edith Doove.
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Session chaired by Guy Edmonds.
On the humanoid aesthetics of caring gestures.
Eugenia Stamboliev
Humanoid and social robotics (HR) focuses on a phenomenological and
aesthetic quality of emotion and care. HR supports a materialistic and visual
concept of emotions being expressed through gestures and visual signs.
The paper traces the instrumentation of “caring” as an aesthetic expression,
not as an internal state. Yet, this does raise questions on what is the inside
of emotion, what is the expressed and how is expression use through
technology? One answer can be found in the use of anthropomorphic
design and affects, which HR uses to create a visible threshold between
aesthetic sign and expected quality. The paper explores the technological
instrumentation of anthropomorphic induction through the contemporary
play “Spillikin. A love story” (2016) in which a humanoid robot is
presented as an emotional actor.
Brian Duffy (2003). Anthropomorphism and the social robot; Marian Barnes
(2012). Care in everyday life. An ethic of care in practice.
Memories of ideoplasticity: in defence of ectoplasm and other
ideoplastic manifestations.
Anna Walker
‘Thus to think the body without body of this invisible visibility —the ghost
is already taking shape’ (Derrida, 1994).
Catherine Elgin suggests a felicitous falsehood ‘may make cognitive
contributions that the unvarnished truth cannot match’ (2004:14). I
will expand upon this notion through an epistemological discussion
of ‘ideoplastic’ occurrences, such as ectoplasm and other paranormal
manifestations, from the fin de siècle and the beginning of the twentieth
century. Examining the relationship between ideoplastic manifestations,
photography, psychoanalysis and trauma, my aim is to explore what is held
in the interstitial space where traumatic remembering exists on the borders
of exposure and concealment.
13

I propose that the concept of such ‘invisible’ matter made material, in the
séance room and thereafter on camera, arises from the desire to fill the space
between life and death, presence and absence. It is a notion of haunting that
examines the idea of an externalisation of the haunted interior, and creates
the potential for a narrative to exist outside of the body as an alternative to
negotiate not only individual trauma, but also collective trauma. Massumi,
in Ontopower, calls such an emergence, ‘extensity… the synchronistic
extrusion of the specious present’s taking place’ (2015: 137).
Photography, from its advent was associated with death, ‘the ectoplasm of
“what-had-been”: neither image nor reality, a new being, really: a reality
one can no longer touch.’ (Barthes, 1980: 87) Early in his writings, Freud
picked up on the concept of making sense of the chaos and explored the
relationship between the photographic process and thoughts or memories
coming into consciousness. As he writes, it was ‘a rough but not inadequate
analogy,’ where the photographed images passes through the negative
stage, ‘and some of these negatives which have held good examination are
admitted to the ‘positive process’ ending in the picture’ (1912: 2581).
Derrida (1994). Spectres of Marx. Barthes (1980). Camera Lucida, Reflections
on Photography. Massumi (2015). Ontopower, War Powers and the State of
Perception. Freud (1912). A Note on the Unconscious on Psychoanalysis.
The blue one or the red one. Towards a creative vision for the future.
Edith Doove
“You take the blue pill, the story ends. You wake up in your bed and believe
whatever you want to believe. You take the red pill, you stay in Wonderland,
and I show you how deep the rabbit hole goes.”
– Morpheus, to Neo, The Matrix (1999), 27’40
Inspired by the seductive beauty of a translucent blue vitamin D pill that
lures the patient into taking it and thus bettering her future health, a
connection is made with the famous scene from The Matrix movie in which
Neo is given the choice between a blue pill and a red pill with far reaching
consequences (see quote above). From this the paper develops the idea
of narrative medicine and affect in relation to environmental care from a
science fiction perspective. Using the premises of narrative medicine the
14

possible connection with environmental writing is developed, discussing
recent trans- and cross disciplinary literature about the Anthropocene.
The paper argues that where narrative medicine mainly has been used for
personal care, it can be applied to a wider field, specifically within current
discussions surrounding the entangled relationship between the human and
nonhuman, in which a creative vision for the future is developed through
‘productive crossings’ (Tsing, A. et al., 2017) in the framework of the
Postmodern Synthesis (McFall-Ngai, M., 2017).
Klingan, K. et al. (2015) Textures of the Anthropocene. Cambridge, MA: The
MIT Press.
Shaw, J. and Reeves-Evison, T. (2017) Fiction as method. Berlin: Sternberg
Press.
Tsing, A. et al. (2017) Arts of Living on a Damaged Planet. Minneapolis,
London: University of Minnesota Press.
Wachowski, L. and Wachowski, L. (1999) The Matrix.
Panel 3: Interaction, experience and the ideoplastic.
Transtechnology Research Slow Conference. 18th April 2018.
Papers presented by Abigail Jackson and Nick Peres. Session chaired by
Eugenia Stamboliev.
Contingency in embodied interactions.
Abigail Jackson
When reflecting on the term ideoplasticity and its use in the 19th century
as a way of referring to the somatic effects of mental ideas, my paper will
connect most readily to the application of practices, from the arts, which
afford creativity and imitation in facilitated interactions. Throughout my
research the context of my work is engagement with autistic children,
through movement and embodied experiences, alongside digital
technologies. Here the instrumentalisation of affect, is considered best
described as the encouragement of change, where affect becomes a tool,
and perceived causality is favoured over evidence. This paper will, therefore,
position the interaction itself, where movement, and embodied experience,
15

gives premise to discuss the knowledge gained through the contingency
of imitation between participant and facilitator. The understanding of
embodiment is grounded in the field of dance and movement, with specific
interest here in Somatic Movement Practices, but is also influenced by the
cognitive sciences, in particular a paper by Alissa N. Antle, titled Research
Opportunities: Embodied child-computer interaction. This paper has given
increased insight into the role of physical movement experiences informs
cognitive abilities and the different mechanisms affording cognition, socially
(Antle, 2013). To support this information, this paper will begin with an
introduction into the way autism is framed throughout this research, and
will make specific comments on embodiment within interactions with
autistic children, and the placement contingency in embodied interactions.
Antle, A. N. (2013) “Research opportunities: Embodied child–computer
interaction”. International Journal of Child-Computer Interaction. Vol. 1 pp.
30–36
Topics: Imitation and affordance, Embodied cognition and physical media,
The virtual, physical and the simulated
Attempting virtual realism through the unauthentic feel; Finding
human in cardboard.
Nick Peres
In 2016 Google launched its cardboard constructed VR headset in the UK.
The idea was simple: The creation of a low cost, no-frills enclosure that
transforms a smartphone into a basic VR headset. The introduction of a
low-fidelity entry into an otherwise highly priced and technically driven
industry was aimed towards bringing the cultured ‘immersive’ experience to
a mass audience. It achieved this to come degree through both marketing
and self-construction kits. The reported problem however was that “it
delivers a lousy experience compared to other devices because of the lack of
optics and image perfection”.
The term ‘Image Perfection’ is of great interest in the context of user
experience as this can be dependent on both the purpose of the content and
both the role and environment placed on the apparatus; two aspects often
forgotten when reliant on a technology driven expectation. Linking this
16

term to my PatientVR project, which looks to place the VR audience into
the perspective of a hospital patient, the imperfect image (as aided by the
apparatus) instead becomes part of the desired effect towards the connection
between experience and viewer. Within the backdrop of a healthcare setting,
where this project sits, medical imagery can be considered as “an imperfect,
often incomplete source evidenced by knowledge to interpret” Zhou, S.
Kevin et al. This therefore opens the question for the seminar; is the idea of
virtual realism more real when the imperfections are left in place? Indeed
linking to the series theme of ideoplasticity, are our expectations of the
cardboard apparatus reflective of our expectation of what a virtual reality
experience of the content should be? The seminar will explore these themes
further, by providing participants with a chance to construct their own
cardboard VR headsets and experience a patient journey film within low
fidelity virtual reality. A medical de-brief styled discussion will follow for
understanding application context.
Useful reading:
Kevin Zhou (2017) Deep learning for medical image analysis.
Vivian. Sobchack (1992) The address of the eye: a phenomenology of film
experience.
Ian Tucker (The Guardian) Google Cardboard: A VR Headset you make
yourself. https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/jun/12/googlecardboard-virtual-realityvr-headset
Panel 4: Ideoplasticity, Narrative and Healing.
Transtechnology Research Slow Conference. 16th May 2018.
Papers presented by Claudia Loch and Stephanie Moran. Session chaired by
Agi Haines.
Narrating love and trauma: claims of collective healing in mixed reality
art practices.
Stephanie Moran
This paper examines collective claims of collective healing in narratives
produced through mixed reality art practices that use social media and
online broadcasting as a medium.
Starting with a recent symposium at Res. Gallery in London, Virtual
17

Embrace, the paper examines therapeutic, spiritual and mystical healing
claims of practices where love and trauma are invoked or generated by
collective narratives. Are they doing what they claim, or are they performing
something very different? What effects do these technologically mediated
group experiences have on the mental health of the artist producers,
participants and viewers? I suggest that these practices in fact produce and
deepen trauma, while often enacting forms of identity politics and activism.

fortuneBox: Art as a method for ideoplasticity.
Claudia Loch

Virtual Embrace constructed connections between Roy Ascott’s text Is there
Love in the Telematic Embrace?, Sherrie Rabinowitz & Kit Galloway’s live
broadcast work Hole in Space (1980) and live-streamed works produced
by contemporary artists. Considering Ascott’s claims for networked
communication’s potential as a superconnective network consciousness for
a new planetary community, linked to his idealization of Native American
ritual practice, I examine social media and online broadcasting art practices
through the lens of therapeutic concepts from Jilek’s Indian Healing,
and Durkheim’s On Suicide, which he references. Specifically: ‘collective
suggestion’, anomie [absence of societal norms, and lack of coordination
of means to meet societal norms], anomic depression, relative deprivation,
psychodrama and cathartic abreaction [liberation from emotional tension
through affectively charged act of remembering and reliving a situation].
I will also refer to Daniel Shaw’s ‘Traumatic narcissism in cults’, which
focuses on the dynamics of narcissism in interpersonal relations in cult
groups, and ideas around ‘hyperempathy’ in relation to identity politics.

The fortuneBox is a little acrylic box with a button. When the button
is pressed a small piece of paper is expelled from the box. Surprisingly,
the paper has a phrase printed on it. This phrase can be an aphorism, a
motivational message or a prophecy about everyday events. The messages
have positive connotations.

This will be examined through the work and contexts of contemporary
artists Elizabeth Mputu, Ayesha Tan Jones, Clare Price, Annabelle CravenJones and Kate Durbin, via the accounts of the artists or artist participants
in the work.

In this text I will be talking about the artwork fortuneBox from the idea
of ideoplasticity. In this article we consider ideoplasticity as those artistic
processes which are supposed to be modified by mental impressions or
suggestions.

The idea behind fortuneBox was to utilise everyday objects, like the thermal
printer that is used frequently used to print receipts for card transactions.
The main objective is to create a satisfactory user experience. In this
article we will consider the user experience as the affective, experiential,
meaningful, and valuable aspects of the relations between humans and
objects. The user experience also includes a person’s perceptions of how
easy it is to use an object and the effectiveness of the system. With the
fortuneBox we can discuss ideoplasticity and, with playfulness in mind, we
can humanise everyday objects with art and technology.
* The fortuneBox has been accepted for the exhibition on the 16th
International Meeting on Art and Technology #16.ART, a web stablished
conference that will take place in Porto, Portugal.

References:
Wolfgang G. Jilek, Indian healing : shamanic ceremonialism in the Pacific
Northwest today (1997)
Emile Durkheim, On suicide (1897)
Daniel Shaw, ‘Traumatic narcissism in cults’, Traumatic narcissism :
relational systems of subjugation (2014)
Charlie Brinkhurst-Cuff, ‘Virtual reality is no match for the empathetic
generation’, The Observer. (24 September 2017)
Rebecca Wanzo, ‘Apocalyptic empathy: a parable of postmodern
sentimentality’, Obsidian III: Literature in the African Diaspora. Vol. 6-7, Iss.
2-1, (2005 Fall-2006 Summer)
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Walking on a Crumpled Map: Conscious
Perception and Ideoplasticity.
Susan Denham

The brain is the archetypal crumpled map, with crumpling seemingly
random, yet in reality, individually specified. This crumpled map offers
opportunities for making connections with seemingly disparate processes,
rather like the experiences we enjoy in Transtechnology seminars. In my talk
I addressed the notions of ideoplasticity from a neuroscience perspective,
arguing that the standard definition seemed to be based on a somewhat
outdated differentiation between mind, body and brain. I reinterpreted
ideoplasticity as the plasticity of the self, and fundamentally related to
notions of cognitive innovation. In CogNovo, we conceptualised cognitive
innovation as an iterative process in which a system is continuously
changing as it explores, learns and develops, in this way creating a self that
is always in flux yet somehow stable; i.e. a process characteristic of living
systems. From this perspective, ideoplasticity, denoting those physiological
or artistic processes which are supposed to be moulded or modified by mental
impressions or suggestions (Oxford Dictionary), then simply describes an
integrated system in which the brain and body, brain and mind, are
intimately interconnected, and changes in any part permeate the whole,
affecting the subsequent processes and experiences of the whole.

20

Susan Denham
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Revisiting ideoplasticity.
Dr. Hannah Drayson

Revisiting ideoplasticity
The proposal for the 2017-18 Transtechnology Research seminar series
was that we turn our attention to a somewhat obscure term; the word
ideoplastic. Ideoplasticity is a word that appears in what might seem varied
places; turn-of-the-century and contemporary mind-body medicine,
1920s investigations of spiritualist mediumship, and art theory of the
1920s-1950s, although examples of this use of the term are somewhat
outnumbered after 1912 by references to it in art theory.
The power of the imagination
The word’s original meaning in late Victorian psycho-therapeutics, referred
to an ability on the part of the patient to be affected by suggestion– the
ideoplastic faculty. Originally coined by leading British psychiatrist Daniel
Hack Tuke (1827-1895) in the 1880s, ideoplasticity was related to the
‘power of the imagination’ in which through factors such as ‘attention,
capability of mental emotion, imitation, impression, suggestion and
autosuggestion’ the mind was understood to influence the body (Anderson,
2015, p.44). As Tuke described it, the relation between mind and body was
that of an;
[…] inseparable nexus existing between the two, arising out of
the fact that the organ of the mind is the outgrowth and ultimate
development of the tissues and organs of which the body itself is
composed ; that it not only unites them in one common bond, but
is, in truth a microcosm of the whole... (Tuke, 1884, p.15-16)

22

Tuke’s project was to develop what he called a medicine of ‘psychotherapeutics’, which would use techniques such as mesmerism and
hypnotism to make use of suggestion, expectation and imagination to treat
a breadth of physical and psychological symptoms and illnesses (Chaney,
2017). Tuke’s writings not only argued for this potential use of suggestion
by alienists but also the wider application and understanding of the
influence of the physician over the patient to invoke healing.
At the time, the imagination and associated influences on the
‘sensorium’ were understood to be connected to health and disease as well
as create more general bodily change (Anderson, 2015, p.38). Through
the mid- and into the late 1800s, discussions taking place in medical
journals such as the Lancet often concerned with such phenomena as the
influence of ‘maternal impressions’ on the physical appearance of babies– a
common example being deformities and birthmarks– as well as the more
general health of children. (Anderson, 2015, pp.37-8). For Tuke and his
contemporaries, it was not unreasonable to suggest that medicine might
concern itself with;
the power that ideas possess to influence physical conditions, as for
instance, the production of cholera symptoms by fright, or that of
bleeding marks on hands and feet from profound and continued
contemplation of or meditation upon the crucified Saviour’s
wounds(Wetterstrand, 1897, pp.144-5).

The “suggestive theory”
Tuke used the term ideoplastic faculty to refer specifically to a state of high
suggestibility found under hypnotism, in which ideas and suggestions
have an immediate, physiological impression on an individual (Tuke,
1883). One of his contemporaries, Swedish physician and psychotherapist
George Wetterstrand’s (1899) work Hypnotism and its practical application
to medicine, explains a model for a ‘suggestive psychotherapy’ that develops
the idea that ideoplasticity is a faculty that might be not only invoked in a
patient but even developed, as a capacity to be physiologically affected by
ideas and images. However, Wetterstrand believed that suggestibility was
not identical with the ideoplastic faculty. As he describes it suggestion is;
[…] composed of two elements: ability to receive an impulse
from without, and the ideoplastic faculty. As these are absolutely
independent of each other, we must distinguish between them.
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There are patients who are very impressionable, and who accept a
suggested idea with absolute confidence: the influence, however, of
the idea upon their physiological functions is feeble. They do not
realise the suggestions, and their morbid symptoms yield with great
difficulty, as their ideoplastic conception is small. Others, on the
contrary, accept suggestion slowly, are incredulous and even resist
them. Nevertheless, we find that the physiological and pathological
processes are easily modified by the psychic influence, sometimes by
autosuggestion. Here, then, the suggestibility is underdeveloped and
small, being surpassed by the ideoplastic faculty. (p.145).

In contrast to discussions of the time concerning associations of hypnotism
with agency and control, Wetterstrand’s discussion shows that he regarded
the return of volition to the patient as key to the practice of suggestive
psychotherapy, by making them aware of the effects of their own will upon
their physiological conditions:
The ideo-plastic idea, the suggestive theory, must be explained and
how it is possible to dominate and cure pathological conditions by
ideas and volition. They [patients] must be told that no restraint is
to be put upon them, that they are merely shown the way and that
their present conditions will change, not by any preponderance of
another’s will, but as the result of a proper effort to aid by using their
own will. (Wetterstrand, 1897, pp.144-5)

Here it seems that Wetterstrand was eager to put patients in contact with
an idea of a bifurcation between mind and body that still allows for a free
willed influence of one upon another.1
1
Arguably the body/mind split does not make sense in some realms, in
particular in our everyday experience, but perhaps we might say that in this case the
misunderstanding – like any ‘good enough’ explanatory mechanism is useful. The
ability for an entity to be the object of its own attention seems particularly useful
for the direction of attention and resources towards the goal of healing. Wetterstrand’s tactic was not one of deception, but of furnishing the patient with a certain
type of representation or idea of the body, which was by it’s nature inclusive of a
sense of their own ability to cause it’s change. These discussions sound very much
like contemporary thinking about how we might make use of ‘open label placebo’.
Open label placebos are provided when a placebo medicine is provided openly, in
that it is clear that what is being provided is placebo, however, the placebo is also
accompanied with information about the beneficial effects of receiving placebo,
which has been shown to result in a beneficial effect (Marchant, 2016).
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Ideoplasticity in spiritualism
This network of ideas, in particular agency and will, body and mind, draw
our attention to the resonances of the time with problems of materialism
and religious thought. Towards the 1920s, the notion of ideoplasticity was
also incorporated into discourses around spiritualist practices. This was
not an unlikely connection, given the deep historical associations between
religious practices such as exorcism and healing practices such as mesmerism
(Ellenberger, 1970, p.vi). Mesmerism was often used by mediums within
the séance. German physician, psychiatrist and psychical researcher Barã
Albert Von Schrenck-Notzing in his book Phenomena of Materialisation
(1920) reports the results of séances with famous medium Eva C. In the
section of the book, titled ‘objective performances of mediumship’ he
discusses the ‘ideoplastic’ ‘so-called materialisation phenomena of the
spiritists’ being;
‘the production of forms and materials of organic or even inorganic
matter, in accordance with definite conceptions and thought images
of the medium, which may have their origin in the memory, or in
the psychic under-currents of the medium, in the mentality of one
of the witnesses, or (in the spiritistic sense) in forces and intelligences
outside the medium.’( p.13)

Schrenck-Notzing’s ideoplastic phenomena, of which he made many
photographs, were not influences of the mental upon the body, or at least
the existing body, but were understood to be materialisations emanating
from, but essentially additional to the body of the medium that took
human form, as Schrenck-Notzing’s words described it;
On account of their psychogenic origin they may also be called
‘ideoplastic’ occurrences. To these belong the alleged vital
efflorescence’s observed […]; the production of whitish threads
(‘Rigid Rays’) ; clouds and mists ; materials resembling muslin
used for the clothing of the apparitions or of the medium (during
transfiguration) ; the appearance of forms of an undefined character ;
vague half-shadows ; visible and tangible hands, fingers, and heads of
structures resembling human limbs ; impressions of these on lampblacked paper, or in clay ; photographic reproductions of ideoplastic
forms in various stages of development, including those invisible to
the normal human eye ; sketches of artistic reproductions of faces,
or fragments of animal and human limbs ; and finally, fully formed
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phantoms of distinct character and definite features and forms.
(p.13)

In 1920, psychic researcher Gustave Geley’s From the Unconscious to
the Conscious, argued that the ‘supernormal physiology’ of spiritualist
mediumship demonstrated the unity of organic substance. Pointing out that
these phenomena are hard to study because cutting or otherwise sampling
from them to remove them for further examination would injure the
medium, being that, as the researchers understood, they were transformed
matter of the body of the medium herself.
For Geley, the medium in the séance cabinet producing ectoplasmic
manifestations, many resembling faces and limbs as well as other organic
forms, is the same as the insect in a cocoon (pp.65-7). Both have the ability
to transform the form of the basic underlying biological matter from which
they are comprised, and this Geley argues, is a basic underlying aspect of
living matter;
“[…] the formations materialised in mediumistic séances arise from
the same biological processes as normal birth. They are neither more
nor less miraculous or supernormal; they are equally so. The same
neoplastic miracle makes that hands, the face, the viscera, the tissues
and the entire organism of the foetus at the expense of the maternal
body, or the hands, the face, or the entire organs of a materialisation.
(p.67)

For Geley;
This is nothing less than the complete reversal of materialist
philosophy […] ideoplastic materialisations demonstrate that the
living being can no longer be considered as a mere cellular complex.
It appears primarily as a dynamo-psychism, and the cellular complex
which is its body appears as the ideoplastic product of this dynamopsychism.(ibid)

Geley’s book tackles the implications of the evidence produced by the
séance for evolutionary theory, which, he argues in both Darwinian and
Lamarkian paradigms overlooks the ability of organisms to transform in the
short term. Ideoplasticity, for Geley, is evidence of the role of the psychic in
the forming of living matter. 2
2
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In Ernest Rossi’s (2005) paper Prospects for Exploring the Molecular-Ge-

Leaving ideoplasticity
Ideoplasticity’s manifesting as an artistic, creative impulse, as image
and sculptural form, was further developed in the thinking of German
physiologist, Max Verworn. However, it seems to have, as far Verworn’s use
of it suggests, lost its associations with biological transformation. A student
of Ernst Haekel, Verworn’s 1917 book Zur Psychologie der primitiven Kunst,
- (Psychology of primitive art) proposed the distinction between ideoplastic
(representative of ideas about the thing represented) and physioplastic
artistic representation (which aimed to appear like the thing represented).
Verworn suggested that it was the emergence of the idea of the soul – and
the possibility of understanding knowledges as separable from the world,
that allowed our ancestors (and children) to make images that are not
directly illustrative but abstract. He described this as ideoplastic, in that they
communicate what the draftsman knows about the imaged object rather
than what he sees or remembers it to look like (Osbourne, 2001). Verworn’s
idea was later criticized a number of commentators including Helga Eng
(1931) who described the model as ‘peculiar’. It seems that in Verworn’s use
nomic Foundations of Therapeutic Hypnosis with DNA Microarrays (2005) he proposes the use of microarrays to record changes in gene expression, (specifically the
switching on and off of genes relating to stress responses) to map the effects of
hypnotic suggestion on gene expression. Rossi’s (2005) paper responds to recent
changes in how genetic inheritance is understood towards a multilayered, and multidirectional epigenetic model. Rossi and his collaborators (Atkinson et. al. 2010)
have worked with gene sequencing techniques that they claim can evidence shifts
in gene function provoked by hypnotic relaxation treatments. The most obvious
application of this would be to measure modifications to gene expression related to
stress, but Rossi also cites sleep, immune system and cognitive functions that are
also modulated by gene functions which may also be relevant. (2005, p.171) These
measurements are mainly intended by Rossi to be used for hypnosis research; ‘It is
recommended that hypnotic susceptibility scales of the future incorporate gene expression data to include the concept of ‘embodied imagination’ and the ‘ideo-plastic
faculty’ on a molecular-genomic level as well as the psychological and behavioural
level of ideomotor and ideosensory responses that are currently assessed.’ (p.165)
Rossi’s paper might also seem noteworthy for the mildly heretical flavour of his
suggestion that hypnosis (often associated with cheap parlour tricks) might influence genes (most robust of biological facts). Rossi’s response to changes in thinking
about gene expression and the factors are able to influence can be read as indicating
contemporary shifts in thinking about genetic inheritance, in particular the increasing acceptance of epigenetics, but as can be seen from Geley’s work this idea is one
that has long been associated with ideoplasticity.
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of the term, that plasticity became a property of the representation rather
than that of the organism, a distinct shift from Wetterstrand’s use, or even
its meaning in spiritualism.
So why, given the widespread agreement that existed in medical
circles that imagination, and through it, suggestion, had a potential to
cause physiological effects, has mind-body medicine remained in the main
associated with fringe medical practices for the last 80-90 years? Anderson
suggests that the apparent risks associated with the imagination appear
to have been never truly overcome within mainstream practice, meaning
that discussions about how to use it increasingly became a debate over
the extent to which it might be better seen as ‘potentially dangerous and
unpredictable’. (p.39) Embedded in this potential danger is the requirement
for the medical establishment to regulate its borders. We might observe
how Chaney’s work points to shifts in interest from an original interest in
the work of the imagination, to the late Victorian interest in suggestion, and
on to the contemporary interest in placebo effects. These shifts are shifts in
where agency to heal is understood to reside as much as shifts in the agent
of healing. With the influence of the imagination on the body, the topic of
scientific investigations in the 1700 and 1800s, particularly through tests
of mesmerism, it is the patient’s own attention, volition and later emotion
which are ideoplastic factors. With an increased focus on suggestion, it is
the influence of the physician using suggestion who is able to influence
the patient’s healing. More recently, in a refocussing on the effects of the
form and setting of medical treatment itself, the materia medica, we arrive
at the contemporary placebo effect3 (Chaney, 2017, p.13-14). In Tuke and

Wetterstrand’s descriptions of ideoplasticity, we see an early attempt for
the untapped potential of the imagination to be technologized. What this
suggests is that revisiting ideoplasticity in its various guises makes visible
a certain shift in understandings of agency, in fact what might really be
read as a dispute around healing, medical authority and bio-medical selfdetermination.

3
This is not to say that the issues around individual agency have gone
away, in the use of the evidence associated with placebo effects in discussions
around alternative medicine, this discussion continues. To some extent there may
be useful ideas that emerge from attention to the self-determined aspects of healing
that might help to explain placebo effects. For example, citing Nicholas Humphrey
(2002), Anderson points out that some contemporary thinking on the placebo effect still points to a logic of self determination;
When you increase the effect of the immune system you weaken
the chances to activate the immune system in a similar way in near
future. Besides, the immune agents, unless they are controlled, may
turn on your own tissues and cause autoimmune disease […] in a
way cognitive factors may might be used to fine tune the allocation
of resources in the body. It is an elegant but of course not proven
explanation, of why it has been an evolutionary advantage to use the
28

mind’s influence upon the body in this way (Anderson 2015 p. 49).
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Memories of Ideoplasticity: in Defence of
Ectoplasm and Other Ideoplastic Manifestations
(Part 1).
Dr. Anna Walker

Abstract
Catherine Elgin suggests a felicitous falsehood ‘may make cognitive
contributions that the unvarnished truth cannot match’ (2004: 14). I
will expand upon this notion through an epistemological discussion
of ideoplastic occurrences, such as ectoplasm and other paranormal
manifestations, from the fin de siècle and later. Through an examination
the relationship between ideoplastic manifestations, photography,
psychoanalysis and trauma, my aim is to explore what is held in the
interstitial space where traumatic remembering exists on the borders of
exposure and concealment.
I propose that the concept of such ‘invisible’ matter made material,
in the séance room and thereafter on camera, arises from the desire to
fill the space between life and death, presence and absence. It is a notion
of haunting that examines the idea of an externalisation of the haunted
interior and creates the potential for a narrative to exist outside of the body
as an alternative to negotiate not only individual trauma but also collective
trauma. Massumi, in Ontopower, calls such emergence, ‘extensity… the
synchronistic extrusion of the specious present’s taking place’ (2015: 137).
Photography, from its advent, was associated with death, ‘the
ectoplasm of “what-had-been”: neither image nor reality, a new being,
really: a reality one can no longer touch’ (Barthes, 1980: 87). Early in his
writings, Freud picked up on the concept of making sense of the chaos and
explored the relationship between the photographic process and thoughts
or memories coming into consciousness. As he writes, it was ‘a rough but
not inadequate analogy’ and some of these negatives which have held good
examination are admitted to the ‘“positive process” ending in the picture’
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(1912: 2581).
Keywords:
felicitous falsehoods, ectoplasm, mediums, trauma, Spiritualism, photography,
matter
Felicitous Falsehoods
In her paper, True Enough (2004), the philosopher Catherine Elgin
contemplates the cognitive benefits of felicitous falsehoods. She argues
for the benefit of a deployment of ‘models, idealizations and thought
experiments that prescind from the truth” (2004: 1). A felicitous falsehood,
she writes ‘may make cognitive contributions that the unvarnished truth
cannot match’ (2004: 14). A hypothesis can be an absurdity or a falsehood,
as Elgin goes on to explain, the point of formulating a hypothesis is that
one does not know whether it is true or false. One assumes it is true, but
there is no certainty, the history of science proves this continually. It is
possible, therefore, to arrive at elements of truth despite the illogicality of
its beginnings. A hundred years earlier, physiologist and future Nobel-prize
winner for medicine, Charles Richet was considering the impossibilities
of ideoplastic phenomena manifesting from the bodies of mediums as: ‘…
very absurd; if a truth can be absurd. Yes it is absurd. But no matter it
is true’ (1923: 544). Similarly, Dr Schrenck Notzing—German psychic
investigator, doctor and sexologist— was urging fellow researchers to take
heart: ‘Advance always along the path that you have opened, thinking of
the words of Faraday, “Nothing is too amazing to be true’” (Doyle, 1926:
102). Though the premise for Richet’s truth is very different from Elgins, it
remains that a divergence from the facts can be ‘true enough’ for epistemic
purposes. For the purposes of this essay, rather than question the existence
of ectoplasm, I want to explore the reasons for its existence and question
what was being made conscious in the manifestation of ectoplasm both in
the séance room and in the photograph?
Ectoplasm
The term ectoplasm, from the Greek words ektos (exterior) and plasma
(something formed or moulded), is thought to have been used around
1894 by Charles Richet (Blom, 2010: 68) to describe a viscous, vaporous
or gelatinous substance comparable to protoplasm, that emanated from the
medium during séances. It was witnessed by individuals, present at such
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séances, with and without any paranormal abilities. Richet, who believed
the truth was revealed at the margins of conventional society was convinced
of the existence of ectoplasm and attended hundreds of sittings to observe
its production unable to explain its origin or its composition. A black,
grey, luminescent or white mass, he wrote of its capabilities of morphing
into ghost-like faces or phantom hands called ‘pseudopods’ (Blom, 2010:
168). ‘Psychoplasm’, ‘ideoplasm’ and ‘teleplasm’ (ibid) were also used to
describe the same substance, the latter denoting action at a distance from
the medium’s body, while ideoplasm progresses a step further to mean the
moulding of the ectoplasm into the likeness of the self. In a recent paper,
Hannah Drayson further comments:
This manifesting as an artistic, creative impulse, as image and sculptural
form, was further developed in the thinking of German physiologist,
Max Verworn. A student of Ernst Haekel, Verworn’s 1917 book Zur
Psychologie der primitiven Kunst, - (Psychology of primitive art) proposed
the distinction between ideoplastic (representative of ideas about the thing
represented) and physioplastic artistic representation (which aimed to
appear like the thing represented) (2018: 4).

Richet was not the only one who believed in the existence of ectoplasm.
‘Gustave Galey convinced himself by the eye, by the touch, and by
stereoscopic1 photographs, of the three-dimensional character of these
formations’ (Notzing, 1920: 333). In The History of Spiritualism(1926),
Arthur Conan Doyle lists many believers including himself and cites
numerous examples of ectoplasm taking form, quoting Notzing’s
experiments carried out with Juliette Alexander Bisson on the young
medium Eva Carrière (Eva C.) between 1908-1913, (89).
We have very often been able to establish that by an unknown biological
process there comes from the body of the medium a material, at first
semi-fluid, which possesses some of the properties of a living substance,
notably that of the power of change, of movement, and of the assumption
of definite forms. One might doubt the truth of these facts if they had
not been verified hundreds of times in the course of laborious tests under
varied and very strict conditions (Doyle, 1926: 102, Notzing, 1920: 328).
1
Stereoscopy is a technique for creating or enhancing the illusion of depth
in an image by means of stereopsis for binocular vision. The word stereoscopy derives from Greek στερεός (stereos), meaning ‘firm, solid’, and σκοπέω (skopeō),
meaning ‘to look, to see’.
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So, what was the genesis of ectoplasm? As early as 1745 Swedenborg writes
in his diary of ‘a vapour, exuding from the pores of the body, like a watery
vapour [a mist] extremely visible, which fell towards the earth where the
carpet was’ (1745: 120). Doyle writes of a substance curdling into human
limbs and faces, at first 2-dimensional before detaching itself at the edges
and becoming whole.2 For him, they represented thought-forms from the
brain of the medium taking visible form, as he writes:
Some of these faces probably represent thought-forms from the brain of
Eva taking visible form, and a clear resemblance has been traced between
some of them and pictures which she may have seen and stored in the
memory (1926: 103).

He reports that at times, there was a clear resemblance between the
ideoplasm and the pictures which Eva C. may have seen and stored in her
memory, appearing as a mirror image, as if ‘the controlling forces had in
some way, possibly by “apport,” brought in the legend in order to convey
the idea that these faces and figures are not their real selves, but their selves
as seen in a mirror’ (ibid).
In a paper for the Metapsychic Congress in Copenhagen (1921),
Geley describes a dimly phosphorescent column that formed beside him,
out of which a luminous hand, perfectly formed and of natural size,
appeared and patted him several times on the forearm in a friendly way.
When defining the materialisation process in general terms, he noted
that a ‘substance that at first seems amorphous or polymorphous issues
and becomes exteriorized from the medium’s body. It is a substance that
2
‘It was testified by numerous competent witnesses, and confirmed by
photographs that there oozed from the medium’s mouth, ears, nose, eyes, and skin
this extra-ordinary gelatinous material. The pictures are strange and repulsive, but
many of Nature’s processes seem so in our eyes. You can see this streaky, viscous
stuff hanging like icicles from the chin, dripping down on to the body, and forming
a white apron over the front of projecting in shapeless lumps from the orifices of
the face. When touched, or when undue light came upon it, it writhed back into
the body as swiftly and stealthily as the tentacles of a hidden octopus. If it is seized
and pinched the medium cried aloud. It would protrude through the clothes and
vanish again, leaving hardly any trace upon them. With the assent of the medium,
a small piece was amputated. It dissolved in the box in which it was placed as snow
would have done, leaving moisture and some large cells which might have come
from a fungus. The microscope also disclosed epithelial cells from the mucous
membrane in which the stuff seemed to originate’ (Doyle, 1926: 102).
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eventually comes to constitute various representations that are generally
representations of more or less complex organs’ (Geley, 1919: 53).3
Photography
From the beginning of photography’s inception, the relationship between
Spiritualism and photography was intertwined. Endowed with the
mysterious, photography occupied the space of the double, an instrument
of proof of the visible world, and conversely an uncanny, magical process
conjuring up what lay hidden in the shadows. As Matheson writes, it
offered verification of a ‘post-mortem existence in the form of a kind of
material “signature’” (2013: 79). A form of vision that transcended sight,
depicting or revealing what the eye could not see. For Nadar it endowed
the individual with the ‘divine power of creativity’, the ability to represent
the elusive and fleeting, for Fox-Talbot it was the ‘art of fixing shadow,’
while Daguerre showed that ‘photography could fold time back on itself ’
(Bachten, 1999: 13).
Early spirit images date back to the 1860s in America to the
photographs of William Mumler. While, in England from 1873-1874,
the well know scientist William Crookes speculating on a new paradigm
and a sympathetic investigator of spiritualism produced nearly 44 images
of Florence Cook and her ectoplasmic apparition Katie King, risking his
scientific reputation by declaring he believed Cook’s manifestations to be
scientifically valid. As he writes:
We have actually touched the borderland where Matter and Force seemed
to merge into one another, the shadowy realm between the Known and
the Unknown which for me has always held peculiar temptations (Cook,
1879, Warner, 2006: 225).

Cook’s earlier experiments, such as the alteration in the weight of bodies
3
‘The ectoplasmic phenomenon is a physical extension of the medium.
During trance, a portion of their organism is exteriorised. This portion is sometimes small, sometimes considerable. It is first observed as an amorous substance
which may be solid or vaporous; it then takes organic form (usually very quickly)
and there appear form which, when the phenomenon is complete, may have all the
anatomical and physiological characteristics of living organs. The ectoplasm has
become a being, or fraction of a being, but always in close dependence of the medium, of which it is a kind of prolongation and into which is absorbed at the end of
the experiment’ (Geley, 1921).
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and the playing of tunes upon musical instruments without direct human
intervention, were published in the Quarterly Journal of Science in 1871,
where he made claims of phenomena inexplicable by any known natural
laws.
These experiments appear conclusively to establish the evidence of a new
force, in some unknown manner connected with the human organisation,
which for convenience may be called the Psychic Force (1871: 1).

At the heart of the Spiritualist movement lay the belief that it was possible
to contact the dead, all that was needed was a conduit. Women were
thought to be better mediums, culturally regarded as passive and therefore
more sensitive to receiving the messages and manifestations from the
beyond. The character or apparition Katie King4 was quickly established as
a celebrity, manifesting her presence through two mediums—in England
by Florence Cook and later in America by Mrs Holmes—where it was
reported that she touched and even kissed male members of the séance
audience. Robert Dale Owen declared, ‘I cannot conceive of a disembodied
spirit more gentle, graceful, exhibiting a more beautiful character, material
or spiritual, than she does’ (Owen, 1874, Beckman, 2003: 76). Mediums
were performing for an audience that desired entertainment, melodrama
and theatre. Peter Brooks suggests this is a crucial mode of expression, not
so much a genre but as a ‘coherent mode of imagining and representing’,
‘intense, excessive representations of life which strip the facade of manners
to reveal the essential conflicts at work-moments of symbolic confrontation’
(1976: 3). Here, the notion of sleight of hand becomes sleight of body, where
the medium’s body, the subject of the gaze, assumes the role of a receptacle
for the transferred yearning of the audience and an epistemological longing
to understand the very nature of existence.
Tom Gunning perceives the medium’s production of ectoplasm as
mimicking the photographic process. In photography the image emerges
from the light-sensitive plate, replacing the real and creating evidence of the
invisible, the unimaginable. He writes:
Certainly all claims of spirit photography as evidence of art afterlife
rest on this indexical claim: that ghosts invisible to the human eye are
4
Katie King was eventually identified as human but not before mediums
on both continents changed their explanations of ectoplasmic manifestations to being able to master the skill of transfiguring into various forms.
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nonetheless picked up by the more sensitive capacity of the photograph
(1995: 64).

Likewise, the psychic retires behind the dark theatrical curtain or cabinet
(the camera obscura) to produce a double of herself to emerge into the light.
Her body represents the camera, producing the uncanny double: through
apparitions, ectoplasm and other manifestations, for the audience to look at
and marvel upon.
The performing and noisy theatricality of the séances were
important components to convince the predisposed witness of the
manifestation of spiritual matter. The high drama of the séance room,
similar to the hysteria that was once confined to the psychiatric clinic,
created a powerfully suggestive environment. Unfortunately, photography
was limited in capturing this drama while simultaneously failing to deliver
undeniable scientific proof. Deficient in translating the dynamic eye-witness
reports photography was unable to capture the animation, the sounds
of grunts and the groans from the medium, and the flying objects and
the slimy protuberances that emerged from behind the darkened cabinet
curtains. The photographic image, its evidence selective and incomplete,
lacks the capability to depict what comes before or after. David Campany
suggests the freeze frame may show the world at a standstill, but ‘it cannot
articulate the experience of such a state. Faced with the freeze the viewer is
thrown out of identification with the image and left to gaze upon its sudden
impenetrability’ (2008: 57). Ironically, it was this impenetrability that kept
the audience in awe.
In France in the 1880s, the neurologist Jean-Martin Charcot
(1825-1893) was intent on using flash photography to reveal something
new in the field of psychiatry. He photographed the female body in the
throes of hysteria, where the camera stood in for the male, medical and
objectifying gaze. The images promised to unravel the mysteries of hysteria
where ‘the photograph was meant to exteriorise, make visible, and arrest
the hysterical symptom to sever this symptom from the patient’s intentions’
(Baer, 2002: 30). Photography was to produce order into the chaos of
hysteria. Freud, at that time a pupil of Charcot, praised him:
He used to look again and again at the things he did not understand to
deepen his impression of them day by day, till suddenly an understanding
of them dawned on him. In his mind’s eye the apparent chaos presented
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by the continual repetition of the same symptoms then gave way to order
(1893: 276).

Similarly, flash photography was central to the credibility of the
investigations of Shrenck-Notzing and Madame Bisson of Eva C. From
1908-1913 they took multiple images of Eva, sometimes with as many
as nine cameras in one sitting. Their research was first published in Les
Phenomenes dits de materialisation (1913), in which Bisson claimed
the irrefutable material existence of ectoplasm. Unfortunately, all the
photographs revealed were manifestations of shoddily attached magazine
cuttings, badly drawn figures and crumpled gauze and drapery. Undeterred,
Shrenck-Notzing comments:
[W]hat is first noticed, during a superficial examination of the pictures,
is their extraordinarily improbable appearance. Most of the products and
objects photographed recall well-known objects familiar from our own
observations. Thus, the amorphous substance often resembles bunches
and fibres of unravelled wool or cotton (1920: 261).

Determined to prove the presence of the ectoplasmic emissions, SchrenckNotzing introduced the use of Cinematographe in his examinations of
another medium, Stanislawa Popielska: ‘On both evenings we succeeded for
the first time in operating the cinematograph for several minutes at a time
[…] each shoot shows the material going back into the mouth, the second
shows the expansion and contraction of the substance’ (1920: 537). He
chose not to publish the sequence, instead selecting a series of individual
stills that lacked the temporality and the process involved in the appearance
and disappearance of ectoplasm. Cinema was still in its infancy and perhaps
Schrenck-Notzing wary of exposing its failure to capture the true movement
of life, preferred instead to still the moment for scientific inspection, or, as
earlier with Charcot, to produce a sense of order into the chaos and hysteria
of the noisy séance room.
Despite the widespread scepticism of all things psychic, the
female body with all of its melodramatic manifestations offered scientists
the potential to expand the scope of science. With the technological
advancements at the end of the 19th Century and the beginning of the
20th Century, scientists couldn’t afford to ignore any exploration into the
profundities of nature, especially where photography offered the possibility
of recording and adding to such mysteriousness. Ectoplasm, a mirror of
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the unstable era in which it emerged, encapsulated the potential for the
manifestation of such mystery and proof of a liminal space between life and
death.
Early in his writings, Freud explored the relationship between
the photographic process and thoughts or memories coming into
consciousness. As he writes, it was ‘a rough but not inadequate analogy,’
where the photographed image passes through the negative stage, and
some of these negatives which have held good examination are admitted
to the “‘positive process” ending in the picture’ (1912: 2581). Freud’s
concept of the unconscious focuses upon a theory of internal drives. In
his paper, The Uncanny, (1919)5 he uses the term unheimlich, translated as
‘unhomely’ or ‘uncanny’ to describe the combined experience of familiarity
and strangeness found in ghosts, the double and other manifestations such
as mirror images, déjà vu, doppelgangers and out of body happenings. He
links ‘the double’ and the notion of ghosts and haunting to an animistic
past: ‘which caused us to see copies of our own consciousness all around
us’ (1919: 171). Which leads to the meeting place of photography and
ectoplasm. Was photography being used to give credence to a Freudian
uncanny in the form of ectoplasm: a creation not of spirit into matter, but
of consciousness with all of its flaws? Here, a discussion of the relationship
between trauma and ectoplasm, seems appropriate, where the uncanny seeks
restitution to accommodate a multiplicity of voices and temporalities to
place meaning on traumatic experiences.
Trauma
Trauma is divided from the beginning, a ghost effect as the mark of what
wasn’t present at the time of happening and therefore it remains outside
of experience. It is an event yet to arrive, a memory of the future. Freud’s
term Nachträglichkeit (1895) describes the concept of deferred action: to
experience what yet remains to come, a ghost of or from the future. Jean
LaPlanche (2001) translates Nachträglichkeit as Après-coup/ or afterwardsness,
a complex interweaving of double meaning and temporality.6 Afterwardsness
5
Freud’s essay, ‘The Uncanny’, was written in 1919, much later than
Crookes, Richet, and Schrenck-Notzing’s experiments. In it, he explored all that is
terrible and ‘excites dread’ (1). Freudian uncanniness is: ‘that class of the terrifying
which leads back to something long known to us, once very familiar’ (1919: 2)
6
Is it not true that the logic of the after-the-fact (Nachträglichkeit) which
is not only at the heart of psychoanalysis, but even, literally, the sinews of all ‘de40

is the repetitive insistence of the trauma’s constant return in opposition
to the flow of life, where the compulsion is to halt the re-experiencing of
the traumatic event. Nachträglichkeit is an exchange between these two
moments, the second of which retrospectively determines the meaning of
the first. As understood by Laplanche, it always takes two traumas to make
a trauma. One event is registered through another in deferred action, which
is occasioned by events and situations or by experiences that allow the
subject to gain access to a new level of meaning (1973: 112).7
Hal Foster argues that we come to be who we are in deferred action
where the very idea of delay is present at the beginning (1996: 8). From a
different perspective, Brian Massumi writes about an inverted relationship
between space and movement. When the relation between space and
movement inverts, so does the relation between oneself, and the experience. ‘
Experience is no longer in us. We emerge from experience. We do not
move through experience. The movement of experience stops with us. And
no sooner folds back on itself ’ (Massumi, 1998: 17).
When this flow is interrupted, movement is stagnated, and emergence
is denied. Nachträglichkeit is that which is introduced into this space, between
presence and absence, between the disruptive event and the repetitive rupture
that returns to restore order, narrative and function.
In Spectres of Marx (1994), Derrida considers the tension between
presence and absence, inside and outside. The spectral for Derrida does not
arise out of social or biological death, but a future absence in which the
ghost is neither present nor absent, but both at the same time, a presence
negated by absence.
To haunt does not mean to be present, and it is necessary to introduce
ferred’ (nachträglich) obedience, turns out to disrupt, disturb, entangle forever the
reassuring distinction between the two terms of this alternative, as between the past
and the future, that is to say, between the three actual presents, which would be the
past present, the present present, and the future present? (Derrida, 1998: 80)
7
The question of time as the experience of the outside world, which is
linked to perception and to what he calls the system of consciousness… the biological aspect of time. And that aspect of time is very limited; it is immediate time,
immediate temporality. But what Freud tried to discover, through Nachträglichkeit,
is something much more connected with the whole of a life. That is another type
of temporality. It is the temporality of retranslating one’s own fate, of retranslating
what’s coming to this fate from the message of the other. That’s a completely different aspect of temporality. (La Planche, 2001: 11)
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haunting into the very construction of a concept. Of every concept,
beginning with the concepts of being and time (Derrida, 1994: 13).

He argues that the true logic of uncanniness is a phantom-logic, a necessity
of learning to live with ghosts, phantoms, and spirits, because ‘there
is no Dasein without the uncanniness, without the strange familiarity
[Unheimlichkeit] of some specter’ (1994: 125). It is a state of being that is
to be always and everywhere haunted by ghosts, phantoms or spirits: the
‘visibility of the invisible’ (ibid). He connects hauntology and spectrality to
the process of mourning. The return of an un-mourned past—a necessary
stage of coming to terms with loss and death.
It could therefore be argued that ectoplasm is spectral logic, the
return of a presence related to the otherness of the self, or the self that is
found within the other: the haunted self. Ectoplasm, made up of spittlesoaked fabrics and offal wrapped in mucus, was ingested matter purged
from the bodies of the mediums into the collective space of the séance
room. Ectoplasm as regurgitated matter. But despite ectoplasm failing to
be undeniable proof of the movement of spirit into matter it did succeed
as a trace of something not yet fully realised, which arguably is equally
important— in effect ectoplasm was a symbolic representation of something
coming into consciousness out of the shadow. Constantly shrouded in the
secrecy of fraudulence, the value of ectoplasm, with only fleeting glimpses
and brief touches, is its inability to be fully grasped.
Therefore, photography with its relationship to death could only
mimic this lack. The flash-photograph ruptured the scene revealing the
tawdriness of the moment for future recall. This in and of itself could be
perceived as important as a warning, as Benjamin writes: ‘To articulate
the past historically does not mean to recognise it “the way it really was”
(Ranke). It means to seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment of
danger’ (1999: 255).
Interestingly, in Modernism and Magic (2015), Leigh Wilson draws
out the link between occultism and fascism.
Following Benjamin’s much commented on formulation –that fascism
aestheticises the political rather than politicising the aesthetic – it has
been argued that one of the most powerful ways it does this is by coopting the rituals, imagery and practices of a variety of occult discourses
(Benjamin1992: 234; Goodrick-Clarke 2005: 136).
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She makes direct parallels between ectoplasm and the rise of fascism, to
explore the concept of animated form verses stasis.
Seen through the super-eye of technology, the magical phenomena of
ectoplasm do seem to be aligned with fascism. Both isolate the trouble
with capitalist modernity, claim to transform it, but actually, both merely
throw over its continued existence a veil of distortion and delusion. What
seems to be movement is actually stasis (Wilson, 2015: 143).

Movement was fundamental to the conception of ectoplasm, its animation
in the séance space a necessary proponent to convince an audience of the
existence of the living spirit. But, inherent in ectoplasm is its failure to
create and transform—it’s not living matter! She suggests this growing
awareness can no longer be framed as “evidence of an unseen, immaterial
world of the spirit that can have communication with the material world of
the living” but as “evidence of previously unknown aspects of the material
world itself ” (2015: 146) where the real and its truth were redefined, and
with it, mimesis.
The notion of visibility versus invisibility rose to unprecedented
levels with the production of ectoplasm and so too an intense scrutiny of
the female body by male investigators. The pursuit to understand female
hysteria followed suit. Karen Beckman, in Vanishing Women (2003),
suggests new forms of visual technology were a means to project cultural
anxieties onto the female body, creating an image of woman as unstable and
constantly prone to disappearance. This, however, was already present in the
séance room, the psychiatric institution and the psychoanalytical space and
technology was merely a means of transposing it.
Freud described hysterical symptoms as the symbolic residue of
traumatic experiences. Hysteria was the inability to overcome the trauma, it
was the past returning to haunt the body—the effects of the traumatic event
as the missed encounter, where ‘the real cannot be represented; indeed, it
is denied as such, as the negative of the symbolic, a missed encounter, a
lost object’ (Foster, 1996: 141). In an effort to engage with what was being
made conscious in the manifestation of ectoplasm, the medium (and séance
participants) must therefore contend with this substance that rails against
being archived and refuses representation, that which halts, recoils and
repeats.
Philosopher and psychologist Pierre Janet (1859-1947) developed
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techniques that would allow the traumatised to forget.
[I]t is more difficult than one generally believes to forget something. To
know how to forget something is often as important as to know how
to learn, because forgetting is the condition of forward movement, of
progress, of life itself (1888: 617-23).

He believed that escaping the past was key to recovering from the trauma
and that hypnosis was integral to the process. Through this method, Janet
discovered the concept of dissociation.
The subject seems unaware of various events, but in reality, they are
‘simply separated’ from the ensemble of psychic phenomena of which the
synthesis forms the idea of ‘me’. (Janet, 1887: 471; cf. Hilgard, 1977)

This led to his claim that mediums in spiritualist sessions might well be
persons with dissociated minds, who assign their feelings to the dead.
Essentially the medium is experiencing her own feelings and thoughts in
more socially acceptable ways, albeit melodramatically. What then did
ectoplasm symbolise?
Mediums in trance like near-death states losing their self-possession
could very well be attributed to the hysterical symptoms investigated by
Charcot, Freud et al… But it was not beyond the realm of possibility
that their ectoplasmic protuberances manifested in response to such
investigations, as a means of rebelling and pushing the boundaries of polite
society. Though subordinate to their investigators due to gender, social
status and economic power, mediums were not passive, pathological vessels.
Their spittle saturated gauze, offal and other effluvia produced through
groaning and writhing were not only theatrical devices to create a palpable
tension in the séance room, they were also trickery to convince an audience
that they, the mediums, held the important position of intermediaries
between the living and the dead, capable of producing spiritual matter
from within. Here, ectoplasm could very well be seen as the emerging
manifestation of a female voice. As Anne Delgado writes:
In staging their ectoplasmic manifestations these mediums were, for a
time, able to invert the gendered hierarchies that existed in the scientific
and para-scientific production of knowledge. Although these otherworldly
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performances were undoubtedly fraudulent and the mediums who
produced them often relied upon erotic misdirection, this supernatural
stage allowed these women to transgress rigid sexual and social boundaries,
improve their material conditions and, for better or for worse, achieve
celebrity status among scientists, Spiritualists, and psychical researchers
(2011: 2).

Ectoplasm was a gradual progression from earlier table turning and tapping,
raps and sounds with larger and more dramatic ectoplasmic forms produced
as time went on. Marina Warner notes that ectoplasm shifted away from
the vaporous, gauzy, and the ethereal in the 1920s towards the category of
bodily wastes, which oozed and leaked from the medium’s orifices (2006).
For example, the medium Marjory Crandon used offal and animal tissue
instead of the saliva-soaked cheesecloth of Eva C’s manifestations. ‘The
developments of the Twenties changed the symbolism of spirit moving
away from airy and combustible ether towards effluvia, more akin to Stoic
concepts of semen’ (Warner, 2006:295). Interestingly, Warner links these
physical manifestations of soul and spirit to the foam, or aphros, of semen
and spittle that can generate—as in creation myths or heal as when Jesus
performs his miracle cure of a blind man by spitting in his ears, and another
by anointing his tongue with his own saliva (2006: 296).
The original intention of ectoplasm was proof of the manifestation
of spirit into matter and the existence of a life after death. As technology’s
capabilities improved, and the apparatus became increasingly sophisticated,
the effort behind producing ectoplasm became more outrageous. The
onus shifted away from proof to the possibilities of matter itself. I suggest
that this move away from an ethereal notion of ectoplasm was in response
to the industrial revolution and World War I, which not only brought a
new form of wounding into the fray but a new version of horror, of the
uncanny. As such, ectoplasm did not haunt its believers, rather, it created
an opportunity to resolve the problem of the unknown, creating an
opportunity to re-evaluate or a redefine the notion of haunting away from
just the suggestion of the spectral to a more precise representation and/or
externalisation of a haunted interior. It was a means to placate the uncanny,
to release the impossible tension between the desire to reject and the desire
to consume or be consumed. Here, it would seem that ectoplasm expanded
to allow for the potential of a different kind of narrative to exist outside of
the body—an alternative to negotiate not only individual trauma but also
intergenerational and collective trauma.
Anna Walker
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Authenticity: Depicting the Past in Historical
Videogames.
James Sweeting

Abstract
This paper will be examining the role of authenticity in videogames as a
means of engaging with the past whilst also providing its own depiction of
history in a way that supports player engagement. It will also explore how
this can subsequently contribute to, and inform, the wider understanding
of past events that are outside of the lived experiences of the players. This
will primarily focus on the historical settings that revolve around modern
British history (for this paper 1837-1945) as there are instances during this
time span that have become idealised forming a part of ‘collective memory’
(Chapman, 2016) that is looked back to, sometimes fondly, which can be
expressed through videogames and other mediums.
The core example through which this will be explored is via an
examination of Assassin’s Creed Syndicate (Ubisoft Quebec, 2015) which
is set in London during the reign of Queen Victoria; specifically 1868.
This is the ninth entry in a series that has continued for over a decade.
Its overarching narrative revolves around the power struggle between the
freedom seeking Assassin Order and the authoritarian Templars who want
to consolidate the strength of their power and influence from behind the
scenes.
Through this fictional narrative set in a historical setting, and
exploration of Syndicate will help to explore the validity of an approach
within the videogames medium that could be argued to be moving towards
a focus on authenticity rather than accuracy in its depiction of the past and
how this potentially results in a more effective experience of the past within
the context of this interactive medium.
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Keywords:
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Introduction
Much like Assassin’s Creed Syndicate, there are multiple examples of
videogames1 utilising historical settings as the backdrop to the gameplay
that is provided and in turn exploit the interest that people have in those
time periods. Commonly this has centred around the horrific events that
occurred during World War II, which provides a historical narrative that can
be easily attuned to the gameplay mechanics of videogames due to its binary
participants and distinguishable heroes and villains.
With World War II dominating the historical landscape of the
videogames medium, other instances of modern British history have been
largely overlooked. It is for this reason that Syndicate stands out, despite
the era encompassing Queen Victoria’s reign (1837-1901) having been
explored in other mediums2. Therefore, the developers have had to gamify
the historical narrative presented by introducing a fiction that provides
opponents within the game for the player to contend against (which were
introduced in previous entries in the series). Meanwhile, to legitimise the
presence of this fiction, the developers felt the need to create an as authentic
depiction of London as technically feasible (budget depending) to help gain
the attention of players (consumers).
This paper will address why the focus on authentically recreating
a digital depiction of 1868 London was crucial for the developers and
the type of nostalgia that is generated from this approach. This paper also
addresses how this supports the fictional narrative that is created for what
still purports to be a historical videogame. The distinction of historical
videogame will also be addressed within the broader context of this paper as
it applies to videogames that utilise settings from the past whilst claiming to
be historically accurate, yet ironically producing a videogame that results in
1
A significant number of entries from the Call of Duty series (2003-) and
Battlefield series (2002-), Brothers in Arms (2005-2014), Valiant Hearts (2014), Red
Dead Redemption (2010), Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater (2004), and Total War
series (2000-) are just some examples that use historical settings.
2
Examples including Sherlock Holmes (1887-) and the multitude of depictions across different mediums, Victoria & Abdul (2017), The Elephant Man (1980),
The Prestige (1995 [novel] and 2006 [film]), The Ruby in the Smoke (1995).
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something less credible than the self-professed fiction of Syndicate.
A Digital Depiction of the Past
This paper does not claim that the core aim of Assassin’s Creed Syndicate
(Ubisoft Quebec, 2015) is to provide a radical reinterpretation of the
United Kingdom during the reign of Queen Victoria. But it does posit
that there has been a conscious effort on the part of developers at Ubisoft
Quebec not to create a depiction that satiates the nostalgic desires that exist
towards the British Empire and instead provides a contemporary reflection
upon that period from the past. However, outside of its own fictional
narrative, it does not provide a radical reinterpretation of the past, yet it is
cautious in its approach and there appears to be a tacit understanding of
its potential power to influence those playing Syndicate. Later this paper
will examine the role that videogames like Syndicate have within the wider
context of collective memory and the significance of this in connection
to ‘Postmemory’ (Hirsch, 2008). As the medium has continued to evolve
this recognition has become more implicit, which has seen videogame
developers act more cautiously with how they depict some elements of the
past. Despite this, it is not yet been universal, and some gameplay genres
and time periods have taken longer to adjust their use of the past.
World War II videogames have been a staple within the historical
videogame subgenre. In large part, because it can be simplified as a conflict
between good versus evil with clear binary belligerents. Furthermore, events
such as the Second Battle of El Alamein which is depicted in Activision’s
Call of Duty 2 (Infinity Ward, 2005) has subsequently been determined as
significant within the documentation of history and that brings a value to
the credibility of Call of Duty 2 that the developers do not have to create
themselves. Therefore, it has been claimed by Esther MacCallum-Stewart
and Justin Parsler (2007) that videogames are only left with qualifying the
extent to which ‘war in general is a bloody and unpleasant business’. They
go on to state that:
The central tenet of the Call of Duty series is not to produce a historically
accurate depiction of the Second World War. Instead, it is to present a
visually exciting, fast-paced shooter game in which the player kills many
bad guys to get to the next level. In essence, then, the core motif of the
game is not World War Two at all – it is killing things in the fastest and
best manner. (MacCallum-Stewart and Parsler, 2007).
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This type of videogame can, therefore, be criticised for using these
important and horrific moments from the past to give the impression of
authority, but MacCallum-Stewart and Parsler argue that the game (and the
developers) have not earned the right to claim this authority. Implying that
the events that are depicted are used to provide shock and awe, rather than a
genuine reflection upon the horrors of the past.
Unlike the aforementioned WW2 themed videogames, Assassin’s
Creed Syndicate has created a depiction of London that has to justify its
overarching narrative. Whilst it shares a story that can be defined as good
versus evil, its core characters and events that the player undertakes are
fictional, except these elements are wrapped up within a real historical
setting. Syndicate is also a very different genre of videogame, both in terms
of narrative and gameplay, as the player spends a considerable amount of
time in an open world depiction of London which they are free to explore
at their leisure. Therefore, the player has more time in which they might
notice environmental flaws, or geographical inaccuracies, that would likely
be overlooked in a First-Person Shooter (FPS) like a Call of Duty game.
This is likely to have contributed to why authenticity is deemed by the
developers of Syndicate to be so important for historical videogames like
theirs.
Authentic ≠ Real
Before examining further how the developers implemented an authentic
depiction of London, it is necessary to state that the way in which the
term authenticity appears to be understood by those in the videogames
industry (and shared by the author of this paper) is only one of the ways
that it can be defined. A broader understanding of authentic can be to
describe something as being ‘of undisputed origin of authorship’, or in a
weaker sense a ‘reliable, accurate representation’ (Stanford Encyclopedia
of Philosophy, 2014). Although this does not stand in as a universally
agreed upon definition for authenticity, in part due to different fields and
disciplines appropriating it differently, and because the videogames medium
increasingly considers authenticity and accuracy to be separate designations
rather than two sides of the same coin. The field of business, on the other
hand, understands it in the context of the relationship between businesses
and consumers. Yet it does provide a basis that informs the position taken
up by the videogames medium. During a TED Talk, Joseph Pine (2004)
outlined one of the clearer definitions of authenticity, that it is ‘being
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true to [it]self ’ and ‘being what [it] says [it is] to others’, in other words,
authenticity is tied to truth and the pursuit of the ‘real’ as opposed to
being ‘fake’. Where the significant evolution of the term begins to become
apparent is the introduction of ‘Real-fake’ and ‘Fake-real’; the former ‘is
what it says it is but not true to itself ’ (where you can see behind the façade)
and the latter ‘is true to itself but not what it says it is’ (such as Disneyland
which commits to pretending it is a magic kingdom).
It is this connection between fake and real (irrespective of the
sequence between the two terms for now) that is significant to the evolution
in how we can think about the term authenticity and how it has been
appropriated when discussing videogames with historical settings. These
videogames are not, and do not claim to be, real, the fact that the player
is engaging with a videogame which provides them with a digital world
to interact with is explicit. Therefore these experiences are fake, but that
does not make them inauthentic, because they are sincerely rendered to be
authentic (Gilmore and Pine, 2007, p. 87 and 90). These fakes, as is the
case of Syndicate, can be argued as both a ‘Real-fake’ and ‘Fake-real’, for it
appears to be London from 1868 yet makes no effort hiding the videogame
that exists behind the digital façade, in addition, it is truthful in its creation
of digital depiction which it commits to in its engagement with the player.
In practice, there was a determined approach by the developers of
Syndicate as to how they constructed their digital depiction of London from
1868 to satiate their desire to provide something authentic enough for those
playing the game (aka the consumers). Key landmarks are present, but some
receive more attention than others, for notable buildings like Westminster
Abbey and Buckingham Palace, Ubisoft aimed for a one-to-one recreation.
Syndicate’s world designer Jonathan Dumont states that the landmarks in
the game are ‘mostly authentic’, because of the texture work that can be
different to the real version, due to the development process and the assets
the artists have available (Williams, 2015). Jean-Vincent Roy – Syndicate’s
resident historian – stated that ‘authenticity is important. But it’s a video
game’ (Sapieha, 2015). Roy expands on this during an interview:
It was clear to us from the start, especially after we visited London
and saw how huge and contrasting the city is, that it wouldn’t be even
remotely feasible to do a simulation of Victorian London. It was much
more important to us – and more interesting – to do a highly authentic
impression of London. For the most part we’ve made choices aware of the
reality, then we tweaked reality a bit to fit gameplay, aesthetic, and creative
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decisions that kept the player at the forefront of the experience. (Sapieha,
2015)

The above quote from Roy acknowledges the design decisions that
transition the focus away from accurately recreating London and instead
attempting to provide an ‘authentic impression’ (Sapieha, 2015). It would
be far too time-consuming and costly to realistically create a digital version
of Victorian London, but the developers can only stray so far whilst still
claiming to provide a version of London. Therefore, the key landmarks are
still present, but their position in the London area are not always accurate,
distances between streets, and even the location of some of the boroughs is
inaccurate; notably Whitechapel. Yet, this does not do enough to pull the
average player out of the experience, especially not at first. It is also likely
that for many players this will be their first instance of exploring a version
of London freely, in turn, this will contribute to defining their perception of
the city.

Left: Photograph of Westminster Abbey. Right: Screenshot of Westminster
Abbey as recreated in Assassin’s Creed Syndicate3

3
Photograph sourced from Wikimedia Commons (Σπάρτακος, 2013).
Screenshot from Assassin’s Creed Syndicate captured by author.
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The development of Syndicate suggests a shift towards a focus on
authenticity from one on accuracy. This is highlighted based on an interview
where lead writer for Assassin’s Creed III (Ubisoft Montreal, 2012), Corey
May, revealed that the team ‘try to be as historically accurate as possible,
technology and fun-factors allowing […] When [they] do diverge from the
historical record it’s almost always because … it makes the game a better
game’ (Bertz, 2012). Alex Hutchinson, Assassin’s Creed III’s (AC3) creative
director, stated that his aim was to strike a balance between an entertaining
and playable videogame that was also historically accurate despite being a
work of historical fiction (Elliott and Kapell, 2013a, p. 8). Hutchinson also
points out that ‘the office tagline is “history is our playground” … we take
it very, very seriously. We do a lot of research; we have historical advisors on
staff’ (Trombley, 2012). This tagline is still in place six years later and now
promoted by Maxime Durand, resident franchise historian, who argues that
this approach helps to ‘make history accessible’ (Batchelor, 2018a).
The way it makes history accessible is a potential strength for
the videogames medium as it enables players an alternative form of
interactive engagement with history in a way that other mediums cannot.
However, this same form of engagement can simultaneously weaken the
understanding. By their very nature, videogames require the input of the
player, therefore accommodation must be made for the presence of the
player in the historical narrative, which is why grand fictitious narratives
are interwoven within broad historical narratives to enable this. This is also
reinforced by the creative director for the first Assassin’s Creed game, Patrice
Désilets, who stated that from a gameplay perspective ‘[they] didn’t have to
do a lot of compromises because [the cities’] architecture is already made
for climbing’ (Bajda, 2018) (which provides players with the freedom to
explore the various locations across the series). At the start of the series,
when Désilets was still involved, research was informed by pictures rather
than visiting the locations, as was the case with London and Syndicate,
despite this, the goal for that team was still to be ‘as accurate and thorough
in their research as possible’. However, they also did not want the historical
background that was supporting the game to become too convoluted,
resulting in a ‘30 second Wikipedia rule’, this meant ‘if it takes less than 30
seconds to find it on Wikipedia, then it should be the truth’ but ‘if it takes
you three weeks in the old books in Oxford, then who cares?’ (Bajda, 2018).
As with other mediums, videogames are ‘purchased with the
expectation of being entertained’, as succinctly put by Andrew Salvati and
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Jonathan Bullinger (2013, p. 153), which in part has contributed to the
criticism that the medium faces when it does address historical subject
matter. Salvati and Bullinger (2013, p. 154) introduced the term selective
authenticity to outline the way in which signifiers from historical texts,
artefacts, and popular representations are utilised by videogame developers
(for their case study World War II). The aim behind favouring selective
authenticity is to propose an alternative to the privileged position of
‘inquiry and explanation’ whilst also claiming that there can be a benefit to
the ‘dramatic storytelling’. Videogames provide the player with the ability
to engage with and play with the past in a self-contained simulation. This
can subsequently result in a ‘destabilise[d] linear narrative’, but selective
authenticity enables enough authority to the narrative licence taking place
to combine realistic historical representations with ludic conventions and
filmic fictional narratives.
Previously the extent to a videogames accuracy was largely
dependent on the technological power available to the developers to utilise
in their game to (re)create these detailed locations. Whilst the medium is
yet to reach the stage of creating complete simulations that are accurate
to the millimetre, they can create a depiction that is visually close enough,
one that can be deemed photo-realistic. A greater risk is posed from the
uncanny at breaking the sense of immersion for the player. Therefore, a
focus on establishing authenticity over accuracy is important as the selective
approach helps to contribute to the experience (Salvati and Bullinger,
2013, p. 157). Douglas Dow supports this approach and adds that a lack
of accuracy can help to enhance authenticity in a historical context (Elliott
and Kapell, 2013b, p. 213). This explains the role of the fantastical narrative
of Syndicate and the wider Assassin’s Creed series and is explored via the
historical veneers present in Assassins’ Creed II (Ubisoft Montreal, 2009)
which Dow explores further.
Simulacra and Disneyland
Syndicate presents one of the rare occasions4 where the city of London
is depicted in a videogame, unlike the film medium where London is
constantly utilised for its iconic landmarks, and in recent years convenient
tax breaks (BFI, 2016). Videogame developers either create their own
fictional world or very often recreate one of the sprawling cities from the
4
Although not the only depiction in a videogame, other examples include:
Midtown Madness 2 (2000), The Getaway (2002), and ZombiU (2012)
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United States of America. It is, therefore, relatively novel for players to have
an opportunity to explore a digital playground of London, let alone one
set in 1868. The existence of this playground draws comparisons to Jean
Baudrillard’s description of Disneyland and his wider theory around the
simulacrum. Baudrillard states that the famous theme park is:
[P]resented as imaginary in order to make us believe that the rest is real,
whereas all of Los Angeles and the America that surrounds it are no longer
real, but belong to the hyperreal order and to the order of simulation.
It is no longer representation of reality (ideology) but of concealing the
fact that the real is no longer real, and thus of saving the reality principle.
(1994, pp. 12–13)

Douglas Dow has also made the comparison between the depictions present
in the Assassin’s Creed series and Baudrillard’s understanding of the real.
Dow argues that via a Baudrillarian perspective exploring the Florence that
appears in Assassin’s Creed II ‘immerses the player in a simulation of the city
and blurs the distinction the representation and the real’ (Dow, 2013, p.
218). Like how Baudrillard sees Disneyland, Dow describes the depiction
of Florence in AC2 as a simulacrum, as this version ‘purports to be a true
representation of Florence, but that presents a false likeness instead’ (2013,
pp. 218–219). This is different from Disneyland, which remains aware of
status as a copy, and imitation, instead the focus is on seeming authentic
rather than being accurate. Dow argues that the version of Florence in AC2,
which has modified the street plan, lacks some of the major landmarks,
whilst adding monuments that were built after the year the game is set, is
a ‘perversion of imitation itself – a false likeness’(2013, p. 219). In turn,
Dow affirms his statement that this Florence is a simulacrum, in line with
Michael Camille’s description, which ‘calls into question the ability to
distinguish between what is real and what is represented’ (2013, p. 219).
Given the inaccuracies present in this depiction it would be assumed that
AC2 fails in its efforts of providing a believable copy, but that only becomes
apparent providing the player is aware of these inaccuracies. For most
players this is not the case, therefore the illusion is not shattered, as they
know it is not the real Florence, but the illusion they are engaging with is
seemingly a real copy, which helps them remain engaged in the simulation.
The notion that representations can contribute to determining
perceptions and how this relates to the real is one that, perhaps
unsurprisingly, has been explored by Baudrillard. Dow argues that
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Baudrillard would have stated that exploration of AC2s representation
of Florence would undoubtedly influence a player’s experience if they
eventually visited the real Florence. Having explored the simulated version
players are subsequently denied ‘an authentic experience of the city’ because
they will continue to view it through the refraction of the videogame (Dow,
2013, p. 223). This is at odds with Baudrillard’s analysis of the relationship
between Disneyland (the simulation) and Los Angeles (the real) in which
the simulation is to help strengthen the believability of the real.
Dow mentioned that for Baudrillard ‘there can be no authentic experience’,
as what is believed to be real is not necessarily the case (Dow, 2013, p. 224).

Top: Screenshot of London from Google Maps. Bottom Screenshot from a map
view of London present in Assassin’s Creed Syndicate5

5

Both screenshots captured by author.
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The London that is depicted in Syndicate no longer exists, aside from
key landmarks and the shape of the Thames through central London,
the city today is vastly different. There are some roads that remain today
that can be found in Syndicate, for those who know where to look, yet
ironically it is those very people who will be disappointed, as this is not a
to-scale recreation. The alternative could be a highly accurate, but hollow
experience, a lifeless, but accurate, shell of 1860s London that fails to
provide the player with a better insight into London of that time via a
somewhat inaccurate, but authentic, depiction. It is this approach that can
take into consideration the influence of the collective memory that exists of
that period whilst also contributing to it going forward.
Collective and Cultural Memory
Knowledge, or just a general awareness, of the past is immensely
beneficial to both an individuals and wider societies understanding of the
circumstances that contributed to the contemporary cultural/political
climate that exists. The wide-ranging media that is available can contribute
to this understanding and build upon the groundwork laid out during
general schooling. This can be understood via cultural memory studies,
which Jason Begy (2015) describes as an interdisciplinary field that is
concerned with how a ‘culture interacts with and constructs its past’. He
goes on to state that the importance of bringing the discussion of [video]
games as historical texts is because analysis can subsequently begin to
consider how the past is constructed and why it has been done in certain
ways. This relates directly to the example of Syndicate and its depiction of
London in 1868.
Modern history still looms over contemporary society, even
though there are notable epochs that no longer remain within living
memory. Despite this, the significance of these, such as World War I, has
a strong presence in what Adam Chapman refers to as ‘collective memory’
(Chapman, 2016). Chapman builds upon the understanding of collective
memory, that being a ‘collective framework that organises and constructs
memory’ (2016), this is shared in the consciousness of a population; for
this case study the United Kingdom predominantly. This is ‘commonly
supported and reproduced in popular (as well as often official) cultural
discourses’ (2016).
Chapman also utilises the term ‘postmemory’, which was used by
Marianne Hirsch (2008) to describe ‘powerful traumatic historical events’
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that took place the generation before the current one. The period covering
the reign of Queen Victoria (1837-1901) could be considered traumatic to
some, but within the United Kingdom it is often looked back upon fondly;
nostalgically it could be said. These memories present today of Victoria’s
reign are certainly not as strong as would have been experienced by a second
generation of the end of her reign, nor is it as strong as memories following
the World Wars. Yet the presence of Queen Victoria’s reign does still linger,
and continues to contribute to the British consciousness, one that associates
the period with that of strength and greatness, a time when the British
Empire spanned across the world. With the British Empire no more, for
some there is a longing for what has been lost, even though they themselves
have not directly lost anything, ironically it could be claimed that in the
years since they have gained a great deal.
Syndicate is therefore in a perilous position, as using this period
as the backdrop to its brand of ludic historical simulation has the potential
of unintentionally indulging the controversial aspects of Britain’s history
and the identity that can form around this; with damaging consequences.
However, it also has the opportunity of reshaping the collective memory
and therefore the perception of that period. The latter appears to be the
approach that the developers have leaned towards. This is altering the
narrative of history as it will be putting it through the lens of contemporary
society; the significance of which is identified by E.H. Carr (1986) later
in this paper. Therefore, the necessity of authenticity is even more crucial
to help provide the environmental support (in-game) for this alternative
understanding of the past to be accepted.
Restorative and Reflective Nostalgia
The reign of Queen Victoria has long since left living memory and now
lives on via postmemory and with-it notions of Britain’s empire which
some would state, experienced a golden era during this time. Yet despite
it no longer existing London still does, albeit in a form that both retains
aspects from that time whilst also having evolved substantially since then.
Recreating a depiction of London from 1868 can be deemed a nostalgic act,
but the type of nostalgia it exhibits can be described in one of two ways.
This is based on the distinction outlined by Svetlana Boym (2007) between
‘restorative’ and ‘reflective’ nostalgia.
Restorative nostalgia stresses the home part of the word nostos
and tries to reconstruct the notion of the transhistorical lost home.
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Whereas reflective nostalgia concentrates on the algia, the act of longing,
and delays homecoming via a sense of wistfulness and irony, albeit
desperately. Oddly, restorative nostalgia does not deem itself nostalgia,
instead considers instilling truth and tradition. Reflective nostalgia ‘dwells
on the ambivalences of human longing and does not shy away from the
contradictions of modernity’ (Boym, 2007).
Bjorn Schiermer and Hjalmer Bang Carlsen (2017) unpack this
distinction further, stating that:

nostalgia is complemented by the inclusion of authenticity as there is an
acknowledgement of what has been lost, and as is the case with monuments
in Florence, the original is replaced with a replica, resulting in an authentic
copy of the past that provides an insight into the history of that location.
Reflective nostalgia is not an act of deception, but an open awareness of the
corporeal limitations and tries to provide an exercise in exploring the past.

Reflective nostalgia knows it is ‘nostalgic’; restorative nostalgia does not.
Whereas restorative nostalgia believes in the possibility of arresting the
modern acceleration of cultural change and restoring a past ‘space’ – a past
‘homeland’ – reflective nostalgia knows it is impossible to arrest time and
thus makes the opposite move; it historises what it touches and immerses
itself in the melancholy of the ever lost. In short, in restorative nostalgia
what is past is not entirely lost, and in reflective nostalgia what is entirely
lost is not past. (Schiermer and Carlsen, 2017)

The latter description of reflective nostalgia is apt regarding Syndicate, as
the London that it is depicting is lost, but it has not past because of its
inclusion in media such as Syndicate and therefore it can still be addressed
and explored. It would be easy to describe Syndicate as an attempt at
restorative nostalgia, given that it seemingly recreates London of 1868, but
that is a by-product of its intent. The game does not try to reclaim ‘nostalgic
notions’ of the height of the British empire as a lost homeland. Rather,
in keeping with reflective nostalgia ‘dwells on the ambivalence’ and ‘does
not shy from the contradictions of modernity’ (2017). It addresses what is
known from that time via the lens of a multi-cultural team of developers
that are primarily, but not exclusively, based in Quebec Canada. Although it
is worth remembering that Canada has been in a position where the sphere
of influence from the UK had a direct impact upon the country and ties
between the two still exist today. The result is a piece of media packaged
as collective memory that is versatile and the way it can be understood can
adapt to various audiences from distinct locations.
With the role of restorative nostalgia trying to reconstruct the ‘lost
home’ (Schiermer and Carlsen, 2017), it could be seen as an exercise of
bringing collective memory into action, even though it has forever been lost
and cannot be brought back, despite nostalgic longing. Whereas reflective
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Screenshot from Assassin’s Creed Syndicate depicting child factory workers

Syndicate does not present an idealised past (Greenberg, 2013), children are
depicted working in factories and Indie might be the Jewel of the Empire but
the subjugation of the country is still addressed directly. Reflective nostalgia
is used to address the past whilst also providing a location and narrative to
justify the gameplay featured in the game. Like the other videogames in
the series (both before and after) there are gaps in the historical depiction,
after all, it is telling an authentic, not an accurate tale, but by exploiting
these gaps the voice of the game can stand out and provide a more even
and engaging experience for the player (Donlan, 2018). They are aiming
to create something that is authentic enough to pull the player into the
experience and make them feel like they have a better understanding of
London from 1868, whilst also engaging in a fictional narrative.
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Putting the History into Historical Videogames
There can be a conflation between history, the past, and the truth. That
each collates directly to one another. That history describes the past and
that is the truth of what took place. Whilst history might be predicated on
informing present and future generations what took place in the past, to
state that what it depicts as pure truth can be overstating the matter. This
concern has notably been highlighted by E.H. Carr during his talks that
comprised his infamous book What is History? (1986). This work is not a
direct attack upon the competency of the work of historians, but he does
raise his concern that a historian cannot escape their ‘own position in time’
(1986, p. 2). Later stating that if a historian looks at a specific period of
history ‘through the eyes of [their] own time, and studies the problems of
the past as a key to those of the present’ then the historian will likely result
with a ‘purely pragmatic view of the facts’ which in turn would distort the
past to serve the pretences of the present (1986, p. 21). This criticism of the
historian can be argued to the approach that Syndicate takes, although what
pretence of the present it is serving is open to interpretation.
Carr also states that ‘the facts of history never come to us “pure”’,
explaining that these facts have subsequently been ‘refracted through the
mind of the recorded’ in other words our understanding of the so-called
‘facts’ is dependent upon those who have since unravelled these aspects
of the past to compile their historical narratives (1986, p. 16). Although,
this is predicated on the assumption that the facts were accurate and/
or representative at the time they were recorded. Therefore our image of
the past has been predetermined by people ‘with a particular view’ who
consciously or unconsciously decided which facts were worth preserving.
(1986, p. 7)
This is where history risks being just a veneer for the ludic core of a
videogame, and why the distinction between accuracy and authenticity is
important. The extent to which authenticity is incorporated and how it is
done so is crucial to examine, as it could be a lazy way of making a normal
gameplay genre game stand out, or it could be a way of melding gameplay
and history together to explore a time period in an impactful and engaging
way. One where devotion to accuracy might be counterproductive but
focusing on authenticity can be an efficient compromise. This presents a
distinction between a game just being historical and being one that is an
‘authentic historical game’, the key being that the extent of its authenticity
‘reasonably model[s] the historical systems in terms of both elements
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and casual and correlative relationships’ (McCall, 2018)6. Therefore, if
the details, ‘especially superficial details’, are not strictly accurate, but the
depiction that is available feels ‘right’ and can still be supported by some
historical evidence, then authenticity can offer a more efficient form of
providing a successful historical experience. Thus, making the ‘authentic
historical game’ a preferable choice for developers over the stricter
historically accurate game (McCall, 2018).
Ultimately, the main aspect to consider is the inherent interactivity
that the videogame medium provides. Videogames can provide an
experience of the past that is unique, putting the player into a world
resembling another time and place. The extent to which that experience is
accurate and/or authentic should be dependent on the ludic mechanisms
the developers want to utilise. When thoughtfully integrated, the player can
have meaningful access to a postmemory that could very well influence the
wider collective memory.
Conclusion
This paper has examined the use and development of authenticity as an
approach by videogame developers to efficiently provide players with
interactive means of engaging with a depiction of history. This has used
the example of Assassin’s Creed Syndicate (and to a lesser extent Assassin’s
Creed II and III) to unpack the ways in which historical authenticity can be
used in videogames and how this differs to that of historical accuracy. The
distinction between authenticity and accuracy is important to identify for
it helps to define the form that historical videogames take. It also provides
an alternative approach that attempts to satiate the desires of the medium’s
audience, despite a vocal minority that calls for, what it perceives as,
accuracy at all costs; despite the logistical and/or contemporary issues that
are at play. Yet the approach that favours authenticity has become a crucial
way to accommodate the player in an interactive depiction of the past.
Selective authenticity has been recognised to provide a ludic piece
of media with a sense of authority that can help aid the player in their
exploration of a historical period, despite there being gaps within the
accuracy in the experience created. This proports the notion that a strict
focus on accuracy can itself pull the player out of the experience, in large
6
This is from part of a Twitter thread that McCall posted as he was trying
to re-examine his previous definition of authentic within the context of historical
videogames and update it in line with his current writing and understanding.
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part due to the player’s position within the experience with the potential
freedom to disrupt the accepted chronology of events. It is therefore why
specific events and historical figures are interwoven with fictional narratives.
Both are used to complement one another to provide a cohesive experience
that can still provide an insight into that historical period that the player
might not have otherwise gained.
It has been argued that history and the past are not strictly one and
the same, as regardless of the intentions of an author, there is likely to be an
inherent bias in the way that they organise and structure the depiction they
create. In addition to this, E.H. Carr (1986) has outlined the deficiencies
that can exist with the historical ‘facts’ that historians often (but not
exclusively) depend on. Via this line of thinking, the approach taken by the
videogames medium, which can also play quite loosely with its depiction
of the past, does not appear quite as radical because of this recognition.
This can also give credibility to using historical elements as a basis for
myth-making which can provide the backbone of a historical setting in a
videogame, which appears to be the approach the Assassin’s Creed series has
moved towards with its most recent entry Assassin’s Creed Odyssey (Batchelor,
2018b; Ubisoft Quebec, 2018).
Videogames like Syndicate can be viewed as an example of
postmemory. Whilst the frequent appearance of this in the medium has
tended to revolve around World War II to highlight ‘powerful traumatic
historical events’ (Hirsch, 2008), Syndicate focuses on a period which
more often in today’s cultural consciousness in the UK is attributed with
misguided optimism. In which there are those who look at the fractured
nation of today and compare it with a nostalgically ideal – albeit wildly
inaccurate – notion of the British Empire (Younge, 2018). The developers
of Syndicate, however, have not indulged in this perversion of postmemory,
instead, they have engaged with the act of reflective nostalgia, recognising
that the past they are depicting has been lost, but has not past. There is an
ambivalence which the videogame unconsciously dwells on resulting in a
depiction that both represents Queen Victoria as a benevolent ruler whilst
also questioning the subjugation of the subjects across the Empire at home
and overseas.
As the videogame’s medium continues to grow, and its reach
broadens, so too does the potential for more videogames to address other
periods from the past. It can also be hoped that more critical and/or
alternative perspectives can be explored. Moving in this direction has the
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possibility of avoiding the disadvantages of nostalgia, as these videogames
could be less reliant on creating realistic landmarks or including ludic
mechanisms that infer activities that had significant implications in the past
(such as colonialism which is a major component of the Civilization games).
Rather than embracing the longing of outdated notions of what might seem
to be the good old days (more so from a British perspective) that videogames
directly combat and challenge these nostalgic notions instead.

James Sweeting
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The Caring Gaze:
Simulating, Mediating and Rethinking Care
Algorithmically.
Eugenia Stamboliev

The phenomenology of human care evolves somewhere between expression
and feeling whereby human communicative gestures play a significant role
in its codification. At the same time, the expression of caring through digital
or algorithmic systems makes use of the deciphering and coding of human
gestures as computers and robots are increasingly positioned as ‘caring’
technologies. Within scientific discussions on the artificiality of emotions
or the sociability of robots, defining what caring expressions or human(oid)
gestures are often evolves around an understanding of human emotions and
affects as synonymous concepts, while these fields heavily invest in creating
digital systems or digital tracking technology for measuring or decoding
such forms of human engagement, or in making robot bodies that simulate
such.
This conference contribution argues that these discussions neglect the
performative and processual views on gestures or care beyond the aesthetic
or anthropocentric realm of human alikeness or human gestural expression.
Hence, this talk points to contemporary discussions on why and how tracking technologies might redefine what care means besides just detecting or
standardising its visually expressive dimension. This involves acknowledging
the algorithmisation of caring and of gesturing as new digital models that
question traditional aesthetic expression, anthropomorphism and simulation. The discussion is based on the play ‘Spillikin. A Love Story’ (2017)
and raises questions such as; Can human care shift from visually expressive
gesture to an algorithmic one? And how do concepts such as gazing change
when visual attention or detection becomes technologically and not anthropomorphically grounded?
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Spillikin (A Love Story)
Source: http://www.southwestpulse.co.uk/robot-takes-centre-stage-in-constantine/
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Contingency in Embodied Interactions.
Abigail Jackson

Abstract
When reflecting on the term ideoplasticity, and its use in the 19th century
as a way of referring to the somatic effects of mental ideas, my paper
will connect most readily to the application of practices, from the arts,
which afford creativity and imitation in facilitated interactions. The
context of my research is engagement with autistic children, through
movement and embodied experiences, alongside digital technologies.
Here the instrumentalisation of affect, is considered best described as the
encouragement of change through the application of empathy as a tool,
and perceived causality is favoured over evidence. This paper will, therefore,
position the interaction itself, where movement and embodied experience
gives premise to discuss the knowledge gained through the contingency of
imitation between participant and facilitator.
The understanding of embodiment is grounded in the field of dance
and movement, with specific interest here in Somatic Movement Practices,
but is also influenced by the cognitive sciences, in particular a paper by
Alissa N. Antle, titled Research Opportunities: Embodied child-computer
interaction. This paper has given increased insight into the role of physical
movement experiences informing cognitive abilities and the different
mechanisms affording cognition, socially (Antle, 2013). To support this
information, this paper will begin with an introduction into the way autism
is framed throughout this research, and will make specific comments on
embodiment within interactions with autistic children, and the placement
of contingency in embodied interactions.
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The experience supporting this paper is a PhD project whereby the
use of technology being widely promoted and used within the school
environments of autistic children was understood. By creating a body of
practice in schools the primary research of the PhD evidenced that these
devices had commonly been designed with the conventional user in mind
and brought into the school despite lacking adaptations to the way they are
utilised. Whilst in the school environment computer and tablet devices were
seen commonly relied upon to engage autistic children in the curriculum,
motivate children, and as a method to praise engagement in other activities,
but as mentioned the original design for these devices was for solo use.
As autism and technology are key themes in the research, the PhD thesis
acknowledges research suggesting affiliation with technology clearly aligns
with the diagnosis of autism, after all, if we consider Simon Baron-Cohen’s
take, ‘computers operate on the basis of extreme precision, and so does the
autistic mind. Computers deal in black and white binary code, and so does
the autistic mind. Computers follow rules, and so does the autistic mind’
(Baron-Cohen, 2007).
With interests in the social and communicative developments
afforded through creative and social experience of movement and dance, the
PhD thesis addresses the reliance on technologies and understood that these
could in fact be an element reducing the child’s holistic development. The
use of these conventional technologies are often accompanied by reducing
the encouragement of human interaction or as a replacement, which may
cause children to develop less social skills, or create a notable plateau in
their existing ones. Consequently, it is not suggested solo activity cannot
encourage any social skills, but if many children with autism develop and
intuitive understanding of computers in the same way that other children
develop an intuitive understanding of people’ (Baron-Cohen, 2007), how
can we change our interactions as an attempt to bridge the gap and promote
engagement with technology and other humans, in conjunction.
As an important technique in the developing PhD approach,
movement offers holistic development for the autistic child in facilitated
environments.
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Conversely, a lack of understanding of the importance of movement
to develop cognition can only lead to an impoverished view since it
ignores the way children (and all humans) create meaning through
action (Antle, 2013: 31).

Upon reflection conceptual research and principles of inclusivity and
individuality from dance techniques are brought together to allow for
technological mediation to promote a developmental environment for
children on the autistic spectrum that embraces technology and social
experiences equally. Such approaches could offer an insightful alternative for
interactions with autistic children alongside technologies by highlighting
the need to consider potential detrimental effects of engaging with products
that do not support embodied interactions and social engagement.
When referring back to the diagnosis of autism, specifically, we see
that the difficulties are in social interaction, social communication and
social imagination, collectively referred to as The Triad of Impairments
(Wing & Gould, 1979). The broader PhD discusses social skills, generally
evidenced as the element connecting all three difficulties highlighted,
and if we only promote the use of solo technologies in an educational
setting, social skills are intrinsically limited. The PhD also suggests that
more holistic or immersive uses of digital technology, when supported
by movement, could allow digital technologies to become intrinsic in
enhancing social skills; rather than an element reducing this.
In this way, theories of embodied cognition can be used to frame and
inform a design space in terms of understandings of the way children
interact with their everyday world and how an interactive product
might augment or support such interaction. (Antle, 2013: 32)

This statement from Alissa Antle supports an idea practiced throughout the
primary research of the PhD which develops a theoretical understanding by
combining such techniques and approaches in a shared space and time.
Arguably the most important and valuable aspect of social cognition
is to do with learning about other agents not just as types, but as
individuals. (Frith & Frith, 2012)

Therefore, the sessions were designed with the individual needs of the child
at the heart of all interactions. The aim being to promote social interaction
and engagement with digital technologies through creative and expressive
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movement, despite this being currently under acknowledged through
education, as ‘[d]ance remains a part of PE in the school curriculum,
where it may be seen as merely a form of exercise’ (Siddall, 2006: 7). By
facilitating movement sessions combining dance principles, and research
from the fields of childhood studies, cognitive science, and autism, the
necessity of obtaining balance is explored, so that social skill can develop
individually when including technology, as these should not be seen as
opposing techniques. The unique characteristics of each person will require
unique individual strategies, techniques and environmental adjustments to
be implemented.
To present an alternative route to embedding digital technologies
in the education sector adaptation was premised. In the primary PhD
research live feed footage, filmed in the session, was projected into the space
where the interactions took place. A simple adaptation to camera usage
and projectors allowed the encouragement of social experience alongside
the interactions with digital technology, by promoting these together. Dr
Wendy Keay-Bright has commented on another research project using
technology alongside Interactive Play, stating;
The value of this approach is that it shifts the focus away from the
functional demands of the technology towards encouraging users to
explore, create and communicate through the actions they perform.
(Keay-Bright, 2008: 8).

This statement is useful when explaining how the use of technology is
applied as a method in my PhD project, and how to consider ways to
embed the technology. My project considers the development of an
approach to technology that primarily amplifies and extends the possibilities
for autistic children, to support to their everyday school experiences.
As a result four key topics, designed to be used in partnership,
were established throughout the PhD process; Mimicry, Empathy, Touch
& Technology. Their combined use ensured the success of the approach
discussed, whilst encouraging embodied experiences. The unique
combination is supported by comprehensive knowledge about the ability to
develop language and social skills, applied in collaboration as four principles
to develop an approach designed for specific use with autistic children.
Their placement also promoted opportunities to enhance the child’s social,
experiential, knowledge, rather than further isolate the child through solo
engagement with technologies, which may cause a plateau, or decrease, in
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language and social skills. Here reflections on the term ideoplasticity, and its
use in the 19th century can be seen as a way to understand the connections
being made, especially when considering this term had often been used
as a way of referring to the somatic effects of mental ideas. The context of
my research is engagement with autistic children, through movement and
embodied experiences, alongside digital technologies and aims to have
a positive effect on their holistic development; which therefore includes
cognitive abilities. The experience itself afforded greater understandings
of the individual child, offering insight into the subtle and holistic
developments over a duration.
By offering the chance to create an environment individual to each
child participating, the position of interaction itself is seen to be important,
whereby movement and embodied experience gives premise to discuss the
knowledge gained through the contingency of mimicry, empathy and touch
between participant and facilitator. These four key components offered
space within the interaction by encouraging the participants to improvise
which promoted individualised spaces, giving purpose and attention to
the benefits of the process and engagement itself, rather than any external
end goal for each child. By using the movement sessions as a method in
the research project it is clear the process of embodied practices offers a
complimentary appreciation of mimicry as access to empathy, as a core
concern and key principle, when reflecting on childhood development,
cognitive science, social skills and language acquisition.
Mimicry and the imaginative transposition of oneself to the place of
the other are no doubt elements of empathy, but they are founded
on more fundamental pre-reflective couplings of self and other at the
level of the lived body: it is the passive (non voluntarily initiated), prereflective experience of the other as an embodied being like oneself
that sets the stage, as it were, for mimicry and the more elaborate
mental act of imaginative self-transposal. (Thompson, 2001: 12)

The instrumentalisation of affect, is considered best described as the
encouragement of change through the application of empathy, where
affect becomes a tool, and perceived causality is favored over evidence. This
understanding and approach connects childhood development and mimicry
in the process to be comprehended alongside ideas of self and other when
discussing empathy, as well as a need for self-referential skills assisting
developmental processes. Therefore the position of mimicry and empathy is
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clear, as the first two, of four, key principles; carefully considered to enhance
an approach designed for those with social difficulties. After all, as Evan
Thompson (2001), citing Goldman, endorses the idea that;
Empathy, on this view, is a special case of mental simulation, in
which the output states are affective or emotional states: empathy
consists of a sort of “mimicking” of one person’s affective state by
that of another (Goldman, 1995 in Thompson, 2001).

This clearly attributes the developing social abilities, as well as enacting both
mimicry and empathy, in a circulatory developmental process where each
influence the other. Research also shows there are ‘several ways that selfreferential cognition and empathy are inextricably linked’ (Lombardo, et
al., 2007). Despite the fact that [e]mpathy is a commonly used, but poorly
understood, concept [and] it is often confused with related concepts such
as sympathy, pity, identification, and self-transposal’ (Davis, 1990: 32), it
is a humanistic process of social behavior allowing us to relate to others,
understood as a subconscious process of being able to apply the experiences
to one’s self, allowing one to imagine the feeling we would get in a similar
situation. This is a complex social skill developed as we gain social maturity
as a result of the ability to understand self and other. As a consequence,
the placement of mimicry is vital to understand, as an emotional mimicry
taking place as we empathise.
In general, children’s embodied cognitive processes mirror those
of adults. However, the development of such processes depends
on children’s individual and age-related physical characteristics,
their inherited abilities, and their practical activities played out in a
physical and social environment. (Antle, 2013: 31)

For the PhD communication was understood to be inclusive of the nonverbal elements vital when considering communication broadly, and again
premises the need to understand self and other, along with mature social
understanding, and the use of mimicry.
This concept is interesting, in its connection to the understanding
of empathy and neuro-typical development from a self-referential
viewpoint, in combination with childhood imitation as a
development tool. […] It is understood that by using kinesthetic
and proprioceptive awareness to understand one’s own body, and
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the bodies an individual interacts with, it is possible to develop a
complex level of empathy’ (Jackson, 2014: 209).

Empathy itself has a discernible relationship to autism through
various literature, as it is claimed that autistic people lack empathetic
understanding. Yet, Simon Baron-Cohen presents some distinctions:
I’ve met hundreds of [autistic people] over my career and my
experience tells me that whilst most people with autism struggle with
the cognitive aspect of empathy (also known as ‘theory of mind’),
most have intact if not well-developed levels of affective empathy
(caring about others, and wanting to alleviate their suffering).
(Baron-Cohen, 2014: 800)

The differences between individuals, when it comes to autism, can be subtle,
and the level of empathetic understanding therefore varies. So, the approach
developed throughout the PhD was not to encourage, or focus on, empathy
being developed as a goal for the child, it is more a consideration in terms
of the delivery of the facilitation and the decision to embed mimicry in
the process. If we can replicate elements attributed to the development of
empathy, social skill, and language acquisitions, by employing mimicry as
a technique, then we leave space for holistic development as seen in the
infantile years of childhood and the contingency of embodied interactions.
This is also the rationale behind the third component of my approach,
which is touch. By introducing the theme of touch here, the intention is
to address this need, that Thompson describes, of supporting the ability to
understand the physicality of the body, and other bodies, and objects, alike.
This experiential grasp of inter-subjective space is a condition of
possibility of one’s ability to experience one’s own living body as a
physical body like other physical things in the world. If one were
confined to one’s own first-person point of view such that one had
absolutely no empathetic openness to other (an impossibility because
of the open inter-subjectivity of consciousness), and hence to how
one would be experienced by another (empathy as the experience
of myself as being an other for you), one would be incapable of
grasping that one’s own body is a physical object equivalent to the
other physical things one perceives. (Thompson, 2001: 19)
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With touch playing such a large part in childhood development it is often
presented as being interchangeable with mimicry in my approach due to
their complementary involvement in social understanding. It seems clear
that it is an important piece of the larger network of research to encourage
knowledge surrounding the importance of embodied developments for the
child.
Embodiment means how the nature of a living entity’s cognition
is shaped by the form of its physical manifestation in the world.
Embodied cognition is a perspective based on the notion that
psychological processes are dependent on and shaped by aspects
of the body including body morphology (form), sensory-motor
systems, and interactions with the surrounding world. (Antle, 2013:
31)

With regard to the senses, touch is a, somewhat, contended subject within
the field of autism, for two significant reasons, the first is connected to the
amount of research concerning sensory impairments often attributed to
a diagnosis of autism, yet varies. These may be evidenced in their visual
or auditory receptors or could be through tactile sensations including
physical touch, clothing, food, heat, etc. ‘Sensory functioning is recognised
to be different for children with autism’ (Cullen, Barlow & Cushway,
2005: 183). Yet, the sensation of touch is more important than vision
and hearing, in early development, so it is important to consider that
infants who resist or find discomfort in touch are likely to remain with this
experience throughout their adult life, if a positive association with touch
is not reached. This assisted in the subsequent inclusion of physical touch
throughout the PhD approach. It is supported even more so by literature
concerned with touch, specifically throughout a paper by Cullen, Barlow &
Cushway titled Positive touch, the implications for parents and their children
with autism: an exploratory study (2005).
Understanding more about the role of the senses for children with
autism may help identify avenues for learning and skill development
previously unexplored. Touch provides the first sensory input in life
while a baby is still in the womb and continues to play an important
part of how children learn about the world as well as being essential
for children’s healthy growth and development. Children with
autism may be aversive to, and avoidant of, touch, they may also be
hyper or hyposensitive to touch and may display tactile defensiveness
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in the form of rubbing, scratching, withdrawal and negative
expressions. (Cullen, Barlow & Cushway, 2005: 183)

With acknowledgement of the contention of touch with regards to sensory
outcomes, and the evidence supporting its use to, again, replicate key
processes of childhood development through the infantile years, which
give focus to, and support for, the embodied and holistic approach. Yet,
the second of the two obstacles, when discussing the promotion of touch,
is that many schools, and similar institutions, especially in the UK, have
become wary, in recent years, of using any kind of touch within their
interactions between teacher and pupil/ adult and child. With this in
mind it is, purposefully included within the interactions to support an
embodied experience and to allow the children to feel physically present, in
an interaction that embeds new approaches to encourage more embodied
forms of experience and holistic development when relating back to the
understanding of one’s self in the development of empathetic and social
understanding. If touch is continued to be avoided this will, like an over
exposure to digital technologies, present difficulties in later life through a
reduction or plateau in social skills and interactions. Yet, this, like all three
principles of my approach, should be trialed and implemented individually
and sensitively to create positive associations with touch for it to have the
desired effect. When working to assist an autistic child’s developed social
and communicative understanding in an embodied and holistic manner,
then the adults in that setting cannot avoid the use of touch; it needs to be
embraced as an element evidenced in the majority of the social aspects of
life and prominent through childhood development.
Now, to refer back to where we started, with the term ideoplasticity,
and its use when referring to the somatic effects of mental ideas, and
subsequently the engagement with autistic children, through movement and
embodied experiences, alongside digital technologies. The use of technology
in this approach was done so to offer an alternative to engagement with
technologies for the conventional, solo user. In doing so this researcher
offers an additional form of embodied interaction for the children
participating, by engaging with the digital technology, not only the adult
facilitating the session.
This idea initiated from a need to allow the affiliation with
technology to be explored in a setting that encourages a social
experience, as it offers an alternative from technological engagement
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only being a solo activity, particularly for children holding a
diagnosis that makes them predisposed to social impairments.
(Jackson, 2016: 158)

The additional benefit to the child being able to see and interact with
their own image, again supports the development of self-referential ability
introduced alongside the use of mimicry in childhood development,
and the process of developing empathetic understanding. Here the
instrumentalisation of affect, is considered by reflecting on how the
encouragement of change through the application of empathy as a
tool, aided an understanding surrounding holistic development and
social engagement with others. It also offered insight into the potential
detrimental effects afforded if social engagement is limited in favour
of engagement with technology, by autistic children. By positioning
the interaction itself into the argument, the movement and embodied
experience gives premise to this knowledge, which has primarily been
gained through the contingency of mimicry between participant and
facilitator. By understanding the idea that mimicry is the route to empathy
and that both are the basis of social interaction, the experiential setting
in which this was explored offers further insight into how the use of
technologies in the UK education system can be adapted to reflect benefits
proposed by the broader PhD.
Conclusion
Throughout literature from the field of early childhood development
the process of mimicry is emphasised as an essential feature through this
important developmental period and it is through this vital progression
that the idea of self and other is becoming increasingly refined. Within
my approach the children are offered an opportunity to comprehend
their effect on the social interaction as it plays out through visual means,
whilst they have the choice to mimic the facilitator’s digital image rather
than engaging purely in human interaction, which is so often daunting or
avoided for many with autism. This could also be particularly important
as both mimicry and self-referential ability are evidenced as key processes
prevalent in language acquisition; both verbal and nonverbal. Embedded
in this discussion is the use of touch and how it gives focus and attention
to the need for physical contact through the process of learning about self
and other. By learning about the physicality of one’s own body, we are
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also enhancing our abilities’ to understand the physicality of another’s,
thus having a positive impact on the development of both social skills and
complex empathetic understanding through embodied interactions. With
this in mind it is clear that the these are intrinsically linked throughout the
literature of psychology and childhood development, and can be enhanced
by technologies that allow for a visual representation of the child, and or
interaction, to be accessed in an immersive environment that supports
embodied developments, and is a way to respond to the detrimental effect
that solo engagement with screen based technologies are having on the
social integration of autistic children.
Through this process the need for social skills, maturity of social
awareness, and a thorough understanding of the self and other, is directly
supported by the visual engagement with the self, which is therefore an
enhancement caused by the inclusion of digital technologies that can allow
the child to comprehend themselves in the environment as other to the
person they are interacting with, as opposed to the isolating features of solo
engagement. As, [w]hen repetitive behaviours are reflected back, the person
recognizes and accepts them, but he/she is surprised that they come from
outside him/herself. This surprise, which is often visible, leads him/her to
search for an external source and draws his/her attention to the outside
world (Caldwell, 1997: 751), an experience promoted in various way
through the contingency in embodied interactions.
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Narrating Collective Empathy Online.
Stephanie Moran

This paper examines a trend in current online artistic subculture, which I am
going to call cyberempathy. It is an identity politics twist on post-internet
art, by the millenial generation. These identity politics practices – that
operate around intersections of race, genderfluidity, neurodiversity, disability
activism, and often environmental justice, tend to be described as ‘woke’
– aware, sensitive, and consciousness-raising. They speak about generating
identification through empathy (Clements, 2017), in conjunction with
the contemporary mantra of ‘self-care’: meaning care for themselves both
individually and collectively as identity-based marginal groups, as a political
act. They follow black lesbian writer and civil rights activist Audre Lorde’s
much-quoted sentence: ‘Caring for myself is not self-indulgence, it is selfpreservation, and that is an act of political warfare’ (Lorde, 1988). There is
also a generally unconscious reference to Michel Foucault’s ‘care of the self ’,
which could be productively explored in this context to think critically about
individuals, responsibility and ethics in activist practice (for example, Myers,
2008; Wong, 2013), however this paper will focus more narrowly on care and
self-care in relation to the use of empathy. Cyberempathetic practices move
between real life and online spaces, often repurposing social media for mixed
reality practices; as artist May Waver says, ‘we have to think beyond the
IRL-URL binary.’ They also tend to refuse gender binaries. They constitute
a disparate, international group, some of whom are connected personally,
and most of whom are connected virtually. The artists discussed below have
been selected as emblematic of the millenial generation’s ‘hyperempathetic’
capacities and translocal networks. The term hyperempathy was first coined
by black science fiction writer Octavia Butler in her Earthseed books, about
a young woman who cannot help acutely feeling the pain of anyone she
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witnesses suffering. Millenials have been dubbed the ‘hyperempathetic
generation’, by New York Times journalist Jazmine Hughes in her discussion
of the new, newly politicized, Teen Vogue (Hughes, 2017), and adopted by
young journalist and political commentator Charlie Brinkhurst-Cuff, in
opposition to the ‘special snowflake’ label often assigned to millenials by
‘miserable, greying baby boomers and sometimes, ironically, the alt-right’.
Brinkhurst-Cuff compares her generation’s capacity for hyperempathy to VRinduced empathy experiences (Brinkhurst-Cuff, 2017).
This paper will perform close readings of artist interviews to lay the
groundwork for thinking how artists repurpose social media, and what that
actually does for online identity politics activism. It will examine the ways
in which the artists instrumentalise empathy to build online communities
of care based around vulnerability and mental health, control, collective
catharsis, and safe spaces. It will examine psychological distress in narratives of
identity produced and enacted through translocal groups, and compare these
with an IRL [In Real Life] example. It will consider what might be problems
with empathy generated through emotive identifications in the context of
translocalised, asynchronous and temporarily immersive environments of
social media.
The paper will draw comparisons between what these artists say themselves
about their practices, and then consider these emerging tropes in relation to
comparable IRL social situations and tactics. It will then consider the affective
impacts of online structures to ask, (1) how the medium structures the content
and viewers’ responses, or how platforms affect the stated intention of the
work (whether the platform repurposes the artwork as much as the artwork
repurposes the platform); (2) whether, or how, repurposing a platform can
reveal or alter its effects; and (3) whether online and mixed reality actions
produce different effects to the same actions performed in real life.
This paper suggests that identity politics online may intensify what
Bubandt and Willerslev call tactical empathy: the potential of empathy for
radicalisation of otherness rather than sympathetic identification, when
power relations between the agents concerned are unequal and / or grounded
in opposing interests (Bubandt and Willerslev, 2015). The paper will consider
the conflicting interests of political activism and commercial platforms, and
question whether it is possible to repurpose social media for activism in the
already compromised commodified context of flattened hierarchies where,
for example, self-care easily transitions from radical political thought and
practice, to political slogan, to a way to sell a shampoo.
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Vulnerability and Mental Health
Group psychotherapy practices, outside of medical institutions, have been
used by many post-60s marginal and activist groups. For example, Carl Rogers’
encounter technique, with its use of psychodrama to act out remembered or
imagined situations and interactions, was popular with counter-cultural and
therapeutic groups and communities in the 70s (see Rogers, 1970; Yablonsky,
1965; Berner, 2013). It was viewed as a way of facilitating intensive
uninhibited and honest group interaction. Rogers’ original encounter group
methodology was developed in a therapeutic setting, but has also been used for
pedagogical and community-living purposes. Many of the cyberempathetic
artists appropriate language and methods of psychotherapy. They often share
very personal, intimate thoughts and experiences, treating social media as if
it were a group therapeutic platform to speak about traumatic experiences.
They deliberately make themselves vulnerable through their work. Although
some of the online communities are set up as closed or private groups, many
are public.
Artist Molly Soda describes her most recent series Should I send this?
as ‘a collection of text and images I would be too scared to show you.’ It is
available both as an e-zine and a physical publication of her collection of
selfies, many of them nude, and sexts.
‘The project explores what it means to be vulnerable in the digital

age, and the ways we censor and edit our own intimate output… This
piece isn’t about me,’ Soda says, ‘it’s about everyone who has ever tried
to achieve validation/intimacy via sending a text message, a nude ...
anything vulnerable using digital communication.’
‘Other women’s responses have really encouraged me. I have a lot
of girls messaging me about how my stomach hair makes them feel
better/less self-conscious about theirs. That’s what I care about –- not
about whether or not men find it attractive.’ (Soda, 2015)

May Waver utilises intimacy and vulnerability as both form and content, in
a practice of strategic fragility:
‘Choosing to embody certain feminine traits is often seen as a
weakness… Yet, I think the frivolity that’s associated with femininity
can be both self-indulgent and subversive; femininity is performed,
and one can use artificial elements to confuse or obscure it… I try to
distinguish between things that feel intimate and the actual intimacy
that you might have with another person. My criteria for intimacy
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are vulnerability and trust.’ (Waver, 2015)

Similarly, Clare Price, Elizabeth Mputu, Paul Kindersley and Ayesha Tan
Jones all make themselves vulnerable through online self-representation that
invades private spaces. They publicly perform acts online that usually only
take place in the safe, closed or relatively closed, spaces of solitary creative
practice or devotion, or collective ritual: the artists’ studio, the altar or shrine,
the art gallery, the queer performance space, the sacred spaces of religious
practice.
Control and Collective Catharsis
The artists speak about the cathartic effect of their practice. ‘Everything that
I’ve ever made has always come from a cathartic place’, says May Waver, while
Jennifer Tamayo speaks of the feeling of safety and solidarity during the prep
time for her performance in Kate Durbin’s Hello Selfie (Tamayo, 2014). Clare
Price talks about trauma and taking control, and the feeling of power that
generates, which is the case for most of these artists:
‘It’s been a way of uncontaining myself, things about myself that
have previously only existed in the paintings. And also, in a personal
way, I was in a situation in my life where I was very controlled and
contained by another person, and I’m not any more. So it’s been a
way of saying ‘this is who I am’.’

Clare Price also sees it as an identity politics in relation to the market,
and at the same time a way of taking back some kind of control from the
market. As a painter, she realizes she cannot compete with the young white
male as investment:
‘I’m 46, I’ve been painting since I was 18, I’ve been showing for the
last however long - and I realised no matter however fucking good
my paintings are, in the market I am a certain thing.’ (Price, 2017)

Molly Soda says,
‘The moment I post something and make it public, it becomes
less of a big deal. All of a sudden I’m in control,’ (Soda, 2015) and
Price finds that the self-subjectification ‘feels like taking the power
back’ – even if they have to also deal with antagonistic and personal
criticism, which can be draining. (Soda, 2015)
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Price speaks of the effect of being part of a much younger scene (she is
in her 40s), their openness about mental health, and how she has felt
permission to acknowledge her own personal traumas and the impact
on her mental health. ‘I feel like my work is more relevant to that online
community.’ There is a sense of a community of support, both online and
in real life. As Ayesha Tan Jones says:
‘You can find a community online that you might not find
elsewhere… Before I lived in London, my escape was internet
art spaces — I needed to find my people.’ (Tan Jones and
Hovve, 2018)
Mixed Reality and Safe Space
The mix of online and IRL community is important for all of these artists.
Tan Jones runs an IRL group called Shadow Sistxrs Fight Club. They say,
‘When I talk about collective healing I am relating it to Shadow
Sistxrs Fight Club. We do jujitsu and herbalism and meditate.’ (Tan
Jones and Walden, 2018)

It is:
‘a meta-physical and physical self defence class! It was borne out of
the idea to create a safe space for women, non binary people and
QTPOC [Queer, Trans, People of Colour] to learn skills to enable
them to better protect themselves and their community.’ (Tan Jones,
2017)

Ayesha Tan Jones’ practice encompasses art and witchcraft. They use gender
neutral pronouns (they/them) and describe their avatar, YaYa Bones, as an
extension of themself, and a ‘genderless cyborg operatic witch,’
‘For me [a witch is] someone who fully takes responsibility for their actions
and understands that what they give out they receive back. So, a witch
is someone who gives to the community and uses their power, whether
that’s magic or music or community organising to help their society and
community to grow, flourish and learn. So it’s healing through your power.’
(Tan Jones and Ubuntu, 2018)
Artist Elizabeth Mputu created the popular Facebook selfie group
inb4, begun out of their US DIY-scene:
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‘I feel it gave all of us a look into how we could queer the platform
of Facebook (many people created their own versions of the group
thereafter) and through everyone’s participation, introduced me to
the idea of Unapologetic Self-Love—self-love and self care being at
the forefront of my practice now.’ While their next Facebook group,
TeachMeTeaseMe, was a sex-positive discussion forum that:
‘came into fruition while I was in a mutually abusive relationship
and dating someone who was very challenged by my sexuality
whether it be how I identified or how I expressed it. I came out to
someone in an anonymous chat group when I was in second grade
and always appreciated how an online forum could comfort people
when their IRL environment didn’t offer the same compassion. In
this space people could bring up whatever topics they wanted related
to sex, sexuality, the taboo, body positivity, gender identity, etc. and
make dialogue with one another.’ (Mputu and Abreu, 2016)

These artists speak about ‘safe spaces’ in ambivalent terms. Molly Soda’s
exhibition Comfort Zone (at Annka Kultys gallery, London, 2016)
challenges the idea that safe spaces exist at all in the global computational
always-online permanent mixed reality contemporary moment. Mixed
reality designates events that occur for online and IRL audiences online
simultaneously, such as a live-streamed event; or, generally, online events
that have an IRL component; it is also used to refer to the state of being
semi-immersed in virtual spaces, such as when flicking between online
groups on social media, and interacting IRL. Kate Durbin’s Hello Selfie
explicitly sets up a jarring safe-space-within-an-unsafe-space, revealing
the cognitive dissonance of this mixed reality. Rather than broadcasting a
personal act from a private space, she sets up groups of female-identifying
artists acting out a genre of hyper-girlified online performance in public
spaces, on the streets. Writer Jennifer Tamayo describes the experience of
taking part in Kate Durbin’s Hello Selfie:
‘Performance instructions outlined cryptic guidelines like “You
are a cat but you are also a girl” and “You have no mouth so
you do not speak.” Our rehearsals included trying on the bobstyle platinum blonde wigs, looking sad, acting like cats and…
practicing taking selfies in various poses that read teen girl… We
talked briefly of what to do in case of harassment’.
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She describes her anxiety over the performance, and about her body:
‘The loneliest part: the acknowledgement that my fellow kitties in
this performance were probably having these same concerns and the
realization that solidarity in these thoughts didn’t make a difference to
me.’ (Tamayo, 2014)

Extracted from the online context of this genre, the performance reveals how
translocal practices set up antagonistic relationships, and the psychological
effects of that. For Paul Kindersley:
‘It’s the great combination of an intimate connection and the exact
opposite. It’s like someone writing a diary and saying it’s super secret,
but secretly hoping that in 20 years time someone will publish it
and think it’s really great. Which is why I think lots of people use
the internet: you can be completely personal, but at the same time
completely public. Also, I feel that through that strangely intimate
and immediate interaction you can actually tackle the bigger issues
better than if you were a politician…’(Kindersley and Silverton,
2015)

This combination of the feeling of intimate connection and its exact opposite
is produced by the structure of online spaces: the fact that they are usually
accessed individually and from private spaces, and that respondents are
unseen but in direct contact, gives a false sense of security, closeness and
confidentiality, while in fact taking place in public virtual spaces. Platforms
such as Facebook are explicitly structured for openly sharing personal
information such as private photographs and conversations. As with group
therapy and psychodrama, there is a group-constructed narrative of openness,
but usually without the safety of a closed group. Online it is often not clear
how many people or who is present, and on most platforms there is a lack
of access to audio and gestural responses; although posts and replies usually
appear spontaneous, the remote and asynchronous nature of social media
allows for participants to craft text in their own time, making it easier to fake
reactions. Of course, these public spaces that encourage immersive intimacy
generate huge quantities of valuable personal data, some of which is used
to pay for these ‘free’ platforms in the form of personalised advertising. As
Molly Soda’s Comfort Zone exhibition also aims to reveal, the spaces of social
media can enable intimate connection across huge distances; but the fact that
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participants can access publics from the privacy of their own bedrooms also
means that personal bedrooms are spaces that the public and commercial
interests have access to, virtually.
Clare Price says of her Instagram work:
‘it’s made me quite manic, and I think that’s because I was so contained,
by family as well. So there has been an uncontaining and it has been
real. I don’t see it as therapeutic, it’s probably something you would
need therapy to recover from.’ (Price, 2017)

When Price uses ‘contained’ and ‘uncontaining’, she explains, she is partly
referring to Gilles Deleuze speaking about containment that heightens the
forces within; it is also an analogy between painting’s containment within
a frame and the breaking out of that frame in her Instagram work, and her
own personal breaking away or release from her past, from the oppressive
sense of confinement her family imposed on her. Instagram has been a
public outlet and channel for that breaking out, which has been supported
by therapy rather than used as therapeutic in itself. She has also learned to
carefully construct and control her online output, carefully considering how
she presents herself. Similarly, Elizabeth Mputu switched from producing
images of herself (concerned with issues of representation and visibility
of queer black artists online) to making work about her spirituality and
engaging with therapeutic practices when she realized that ‘the notoriety
that came from this work just ended up labeling me as a cool, hot, token
black person.’ Both Price and Mputu limit their followers, in ‘private’
groups, and Mputu has recently started to charge for access to her online
videos.
Cyberempathetic artworks might often appear cheesy, teenage,
aesthetically unsubtle, or objectifying, in a similar way to earlier identity
politics artworks such as second wave feminist artwork that reclaimed
womens’ images of themselves: they share a desire to reclaim selfrepresentation, on their own terms. However, these contemporary mixed
reality artworks using social media are much more aesthetically polished and
beautiful; they tend to be styled, consciously cool, and the artists are very
savvy about the medium. For example, May Waver is part of a collective
who have coined the term “cybertwee” to describe their practices. This
coolness operates as an aesthetic distance, or line of defence, and the overall
/ surface aesthetic is perhaps misleading. She says:
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‘For me, sincerity means accepting that you’re constantly creating
and negotiating [the self ] in all these different contexts and
environments, with different people. Realizing that was freeing for
me. It’s all a weird charade, especially with our online personas.
Whether you have an intentional persona or brand that you’re trying
to project or if you just post on Facebook, your public self is still
curated or mediated.’ (Waver, 2015)

May Waver describes her work as an antidote to ‘toxic masculinity’, she:
‘advocate[s] for tenderness, to advocate for softness as a legitimate
and powerful alternative to hardening... It’s self-indulgent, but for
me it’s also an important political practice - listening to people when
they’re voicing their burdens, being compassionate toward others.’
(Waver and Hellyer, 2015)

While Ayesha Tan Jones has;
‘a spiritual practice that seeks to fuse activism and art to present
an alternative, queer, optimistic dystopia. They… approach
activism through art, creating diverse, eco-conscious narratives
that aim to connect, enthral and induce audiences to think more
sustainably and ethnically.’ (Tan Jones, 2018)

These artists reveal intimate things about themselves; what they reveal also
enacts a minoritarian identity politics – whether around race, sexuality or
gender. Both of these operations leave them open to abuse, something they
have all experienced. Paul Kindersley, whose online persona constitutes a
messy, grungy, sloppily-and-heavily-made-up drag, says:
‘there is this insane thing of being a woman on the internet —
constant shaming’s. And shame is something I’m really obsessed
with.’(Kindersley and Silverton, 2015).

Molly Soda’s Should I Send This? has attracted much criticism, from men
and women, calling it ‘not art’ and ‘not feminist’, narcissistic, pretentious
and juvenile, as well as personal abuse. Similarly, in Jennifer Tamayo’s
account, the Hello Selfie performers received verbal and physical abuse from
audiences both male and female:
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‘In many ways, I had wanted to submit to the performance. Be
a girl. Be a cat. Be “present” Marina A. style. I wanted to “feel
free to cry” as the guidelines instructed, but I felt fundamentally,
even existentially, unsafe. I felt unsafe from myself and others….
The intensity of the experience was obliterating. I did feel like
a sad girl—but mostly because I felt lonely and outside of the
performance, even antagonistic toward the other performers… I
began selfie-ing and what came out was the gaze of a hideous man…
The most important work we could do for each other was not be
there—to render ourselves invisible. Free from the realities of gazes
that are never, or fundamentally, our own.’ (Tamayo, 2015)

A woman watching said, ‘I thought this performance was going to be better.
Like, more interesting,’ – but perhaps the point lies in the participation
rather than spectating. Clare Price says,
‘I’ve had rows. I had an argument with a male gallerist about it.
I’ve had an argument with a friend about it. They definitely elicit a
response.’ (Price, 2017)

Mputu has also faced criticism for her work that combines race politics and
spiritual practice, such as meditation and spells. She has monetized much
of the content on her Cyberserenity website, but offers content free to POC
(People of Colour) users. Like most of these artists, views it as part of an
activist struggle:
‘I think I’ve faced some backlash for making my spirituality so
apparent, like being labeled as hoetep or a “black racist.” But, I think
if you really pay attention to the sort of dismantling that I and others
of the POC Excellence Digital Resurgence movement are trying to
get accomplished here then that aspect of the work comes off more
nuanced and natural. I’m also not worried about people’s inability
to resonate with the work. It reaches who it is meant to reach…’
(Mputu and Abreu, 2016)

These artists might position themselves as authentic and anti-memetic,
while being extremely cognizant of how to function online and of the
aesthetics they are very deliberately using; in many ways they’re super
digitally-literate having started online very young. The way cyberempathetic
works may appear to general viewers and the way they operate for
participants and their identity groups seem to do very different things,
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but why is that and what are the effects for participants? They function as
a means of communication, a call to identify and join in - they are about
visibility, a politics of identity.
Cyberempathetic artists perform actions that maybe primarily
aren’t so much about looking but more about participation, for themselves
and whoever they connect with, and, in some way, a relationship to mental
health. This paper suggests they employ ideoplastic methods to form
translocal groups and communities. Transtechnology Research has defined
ideoplasticity as the somatic effects of mental ideas, which has appeared,
and continues to appear, in art history, medicine, fringe science and
spiritualism. Ideoplasticity is used here in relation to group manifestation
through affectively generated, empathetic, identification, in the virtual
forms of online communities.
What are the translocal effects of ideoplasticity and empathy for
identity politics and collectivity in these mixed reality practices? How do
they operate differently from purely IRL groups? What is the potential of
mixed reality for intensifying empathy, and what does that do? Is empathy
always altruistic?
Tactical Empathy
Definitions of empathy:
1: the action of understanding, being aware of, being sensitive to,
and vicariously experiencing the feelings, thoughts, and experience
of another of either the past or present without having the feelings,
thoughts, and experience fully communicated in an objectively
explicit manner; also : the capacity for this. 2 : the imaginative
projection of a subjective state into an object so that the object
appears to be infused with it. (Merriam Webster online dictionary,
2018)
The ability to understand and share the feelings of another. Early
20th century: from Greek empatheia (from em- ‘in’ + pathos
‘feeling’) translating German Einfühlung. (OED online, 2018)

Empathy affectively deploys projection or transference. As anthropologists
Nils Bubandt & Rane Willerslev say, empathy performs a temporary
substitution of self for other. Empathy is important for identification with
others. Bubandt and Willerslev suggest empathy is pre-linguistic and;
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emerged from the capacity to match another’s emotional state, a
capacity that enabled the kind of emotional contagion that is the
basis for sociality. (Bubandt and Willerslev, 2015)

The artists discussed here use IRL and online participation and mimicry
to manifest collective identities; they are very open, they use shared
experiences - mystical, traumatic, therapeutic and spiritual in order to
open up collective compassion within the online and IRL communities
or subcultures, as a call to join them, and to visibly establish their group
identity to others:
‘There’s a phrase that was widely used in the Zapatistas
movement of the early 90s in Mexico that goes, “they buried
us but they didn’t know we were seeds.” That’s how I like to
think about marginalized bodies in this digital landscape.
“They erased us, but they didn’t know we were seeding.”
Even if it’s not my work that awakens someone to stand for
everything they are, there are others out there like me doing
the same work and these messages will get passed down to
our beloveds who will take it upon themselves to make their
identities known and demand the means necessary to not just
survive in this world but to thrive and to be great by their own
definition.’ (Mputu and Abreu, 2016)
However, Bubandt & Willerslev suggest ‘the possibility that the alterity
of the other is not minimized, but rather sometimes radicalized through
empathy’. (Bubandt and Willerslev, op. cit.) They discuss the relationship
between empathy and deception (tactical empathy) as used in hunting
(interspecies empathy) and black ops (mimicry and demonization in politics
and espionage). This tactical empathy may be heightened in the context
of online platforms, because of the way identities are dislocated from their
physical context, as well as because of the way they are structured. As Jaron
Lanier points out, the structure of the internet is around monetisable
content, due to the way it is funded - online platforms are reliant on
advertising for revenue. He says:
the algorithms have to maximize value from all the data that’s coming
in. So they test use that data. And it just turns out as a matter of
course, that the same data that is a positive, constructive process for
the people who generated it — Black Lives Matter, or the Arab Spring
— can be used to irritate other groups. (Lanier, 2018)
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Mouffe and Laclau famously theorised the necessity of antagonism for social
progressiveness, and the cycles of cultural separatist activism whose values
are then taken up and absorbed by societies (Laclau and Mouffe, 1985). But
when this antagonism is generated through empathetic identification, does
it really function as intended, or in the way it has historically? As Rebecca
Wanzo says about the use of empathy in American novels:
Sentimental texts in the U. S. uncritically treat the representation
of suffering bodies as a means for accomplishing political and social
change. Identification with “pain” is thus an organizing principle
of citizenship in such texts; empathy and sympathy are treated as
central to the concept of universal humanity. However, the power
relations between those who have the power to sympathize and
those who are perpetually the object of the sympathetic gaze are
rarely truly threatened by treating sympathy as key to social justice.
(Wanzo, 2005).

She explains that Octavia Butler’s character’s use of hyperempathy for
political change, in the Earthseed science fiction series, is ineffective for
progress, and the heroine realizes she must abandon that approach. She
ultimately ‘develops a liberation theology that revolves around ‘change’
instead of empathy or feeling.’ (Wanzo, ibid.)
Indian Healing

Smail’s position on mental health is that it is essentially not a medical
matter. Psychological distress is produced by the social conditions that
emerge from the confluence of economic and political power. (Brown
and Tucker, 2009)

What effect does this online antagonistic intensification of power dynamics
have on cyberempathetic artists and artist participants? There is a leap here
to suggest a parallel between the cultural identity and coping strategies
and effects of the translocally produced online groups and indigenous
Northwest Pacific resurgence movements.
Wolfgang Jilek is a psychiatrist, he was Clinical Professor at UBC
(University of British Columbia). In his book Indian Healing, he discusses
the effects of relative deprivation on indigenous people in Canada, and how
they adapt traditional ritual to relieve this, from endurance and survivalbased initiation rituals to ceremonial dances.
Jilek observes:
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The guardian spirit ceremonial of the Coast Salish Indians combines
the spirit quest of the Plateau tribes with the rich ceremonial
life of Northwest Coast cultures… These procedures compare
favorably with Western medical management of psychophysiological
conditions. (Jilek, 1982)

These practices are comparable to the online translocally-produced
production of identity by cyberempathetic artists, which engenders a similar
sense of ‘relative deprivation’ in relation to local social norms. The artists’
trauma is sublimated, re-enacted, invoked or created through performative
narratives as they enact psychodramatic scenarios. These appear to produce
collective suggestion and cathartic abreactions that connect across real
life gatherings and, asynchronously, online. They also share a cultural
separatism. In the online groups this may be temporary and mutable, while
for the indigenous clans it is permanent and historical; it is for both groups
political, and rituals are deployed socio-politically as well as therapeutically.
The effects of online translocality combined with group ‘collective
suggestion’ through ‘psychodrama’ and ‘cathartic abreaction’ [liberation
from emotional tension through affectively charged act of remembering and
reliving a situation] often appears to generate antagonistic conflict which
may produce and deepen traumatic experiences, while simultaneously
producing a sense of group healing, in a cyclical process which functions to
deepen the group identity and identity-based bonding.
Conclusion

This is what we would like to see from affect theory – a turn from
the necessary philosophical labour of understanding experience
beyond subjectivity toward the forging and unleashing of a plurality
of highly particular and individually tailored concepts that explicate
the complexities of experience threaded through contemporary
socio-cultural settings. (Brown & Tucker, op cit.)

Where empathy is affectively instrumentalised to form online communities
on the basis of identification, there is an inherent problem with empathy’s
use of projection of self onto other. It always projects an I, which doesn’t
admit the alienness of the other or the impossibility of access to others’
lifeworlds. This effect appears to be amplified by social media and online
platforms.
Artworks that seem to more successfully repurpose social media
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platforms are those less overtly based on individual identity and trauma,
that try to properly queer the platform or the way it functions, rather
than queering representation, and those that go much further than
anthropocentric representation.
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 e Blue One or the Red One.
Th
Towards a Creative Vision for the Future.
Edith Doove

You take the blue pill, the story ends. You wake up in your bed and
believe whatever you want to believe. You take the red pill, you stay
in Wonderland, and I show you how deep the rabbit hole goes.
- Morpheus, to Neo, The Matrix (1999), 27’40

This paper continues to research the idea of narrative medicine and affect
in relation to environmental care from a science fiction perspective, and
the use of the inframince as operational tool. It takes the seductive beauty
of a translucent blue vitamin D pill as a motive to reflect on the act of
taking medication for a greater good. From this a connection is first made
with the famous scene from The Matrix movie in which Neo is given the
choice between a blue pill and a red pill with far reaching consequences.
In both cases the act is highly future-orientated as the blue vitamin D pill
will lead to better health, whereas the red pill in The Matrix equally leads to
an improved state of being. Using the premises of narrative medicine, the
possible connection with environmental writing is developed, discussing
recent trans- and cross- disciplinary literature about the Anthropocene. The
paper argues that where narrative medicine so far mainly has been used for
personal care, it can be applied to a wider field, specifically within current
discussions surrounding the entangled relationship between the human and
nonhuman, in which a creative vision for the future is developed through
‘productive crossings’ (Tsing, A. et al., 2017). For this the paper builds
strongly on the recent publication Fiction as Method (2018) in which it
finds a lot of resonance with personal research.
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Keywords: Anthropocene, fiction, environmental writing, narrative
medicine, entanglement
This paper explores taking ‘medication’ in the form of fiction or imagination
and in doing so relates to the field of narrative medicine. This year’s
underlying theme for the Transtechnology Research seminar series of
ideoplasticity is thus interpreted as a possible healing through mental ideas.1
This paper is divided in four parts in which various elements are
assembled: a brief discussion of my early lectures on fact and fiction in
relation to The Matrix; two reviews of recent literature in connection to the
Anthropocene; a discussion of the publication Fiction as Method (2017),
and finally a conclusion that makes use of a video featuring the unlikely
combination of Stephen Hawking, Keanu Reeves and Paul Rudd in a
comedic fiction about probability.
Although the quote from The Matrix in relation to taking a
translucent, blue vitamin D pill is the immediate reason for this paper, I will
not dwell too much on the further contents of the film. The most important
fact in relation to this paper is that of taking a pill, or drug/medication, in
order to change the future. That healing can be interpreted depending on
ideology is demonstrated by the fact that this notion has in the mean time
unfortunately also been recognised by the so-called alt-right movement. The
following citation from the RationalWiki-site sums it up:
Red pill
Taking the red pill is synonymous with converting to altright views. A red pill is something — news, text, meme — that
justifies alt-right views. A red-piller is someone who has converted
to alt-right views or someone who converts others to alt-right
views. Red-pilling or dropping red pills is the act of recruiting
people to the alt-right cause. Someone who has taken the red pill
is based. Someone who has not taken the red pill is bluepilled or
preferrably cucked. A hard red pill is an argument they think is
really convincing.
The term is a reference to The Matrix, in which taking the red
pill means learning the truth about society to which most others
1
In its discussion of the entangled relation between fact and fiction this
paper is a further development of my paper ‘Mobile Absolutes or Absolute Mobiles’
(2017) that promised ‘to be continued’ as well as the seminar Narrative medicine:
Pathos and the inframince membrane (2017) and in general my PhD-research Laughter, inframince and cybernetics – Exploring the Curatorial as Creative Act (2017).
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remain happily oblivious, while taking the blue pill means
remaining part of the sheeple and believing that nothing is wrong.
Alt-righters use this terminology as a means of advocating for
(ironically enough) a more traditional way of life; in most cases, this
requires the belief that progressiveness and social equality are the
oppressive status quo and that the authoritarian bigotry upheld by
the alt-right is subversive and revolutionary. That way, you can act
like a fascist and still feel like you’re speaking truth to power.
For humor: the term references a black man enlightening you about
the flaws in the system in a movie made by two transgender women.
Or: alt-righters can’t even watch The Matrix right.2

Within the context of this paper taking a blue (translucent vitamin D) pill
has taken the place of the original red pill, indicating the interchangeability
of fact and fiction.
In the emerging field of narrative medicine, initiated by Dr.
Rita Charon and further developed through the work of Ria Felski at the
University of Southern Denmark as Niels Bohr Professor at the Department
for the Study of Culture3, narration and thus fiction are seen as healing
elements. Dr. Rita Charon, a general internist and narratologist, founded
the Program of Narrative Medicine at Columbia University in 2000. In
its “recognition that experiencing and treating sickness are language-using
events” narrative medicine tries to “[retrieve] things from formlessness with
words” (Charon and DasGupta, 2011, p. vii). In doing so it “gives power to
the viewer and to the representer to approach and perhaps to comprehend
or at least to face the real, that which happens, that which matters despite
all the forces that collude to keep them invisible” (Charon and DasGupta,
2011, p. vii). Charon proposes to use “[a] metaphor of the activated
cellular membrane … as a figure for the effective clinician/patient contact”
(Charon, 2012. p. 342). These notions give a direct link to the concept of
the inframince that draws attention to minimal differences. (Doove, 2017,
p. 150).4

2
https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Alt-right_glossary#Red_pill, accessed
16.09.2018
3
http://www.sdu.dk/en/om_sdu/institutter_centre/c_uol/rita+felski
4
The inframince is originally a concept by Marcel Duchamp that registers
small differences and possibilities in everyday life and that was developed by me
into an operational tool within the context of my PhD-research.
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Early lectures on fiction and fact
In 2003 I gave two lectures called ‘About Fact and Fiction – between Sophie
Calle and Paul McCarthy’ in my then role as director-curator of Museum
Dhondt-Dhaenens in Belgium. At the time, the box set of The Matrix had
just been released and in the museum we ran the traveling exhibition ‘(In
Search of ) The Perfect Lover’ in collaboration with the Hauser & Wirth
Collections and work of, amongst others, Louise Bourgeois and Paul
McCarthy. Alongside this exhibition I curated two installations by the
Dutch artist duo L.A. Raeven and the Belgian artist Koen Theys.
The notes for these lectures, that I found while preparing the
seminar that lies at the basis of this paper, confirmed to me my longstanding interest in the relationship between fact and fiction and especially
its interchangeability. They start with the following questions: “How do we
deal with the everyday? Do we give in to it? Do we approach it critically?
Do we play with it? Is the everyday, that which happens to us, the reality?
Or do we orchestrate it and make it into fiction that in turn becomes
reality? Is that where we can be subversive? Do we have the freedom to be
subversive?”
My choice for Sophie Calle as a starting point for these lectures was
because in her work she fictionalises reality, taking multiple aspects of her
own biography as a starting point for her art work, including her personal
love life. She collaborated with, amongst others, the writer Paul Auster
who included her work in one of his novels. Auster equally frequently
fictionalises his own persona.5 Paul McCarthy at the same time realised
the overly absurd installation ‘Piccadilly Circus’ in a former bank close
to Piccadilly Circus in London. Where Calle uses a hardly visible divide
between fictionality and reality, McCarthy’s antagonists are literally largerthan-life carnivalesque parodies, featuring amongst others the Queen Mum,
and President Bush.6
Koen Theys and L.A. Raeven equally interlink fact and fiction in
their work. Theys, himself part of an identical twin, denied at the time that
this fact had any influence on his work. He however orchestrated the life
performance ‘Meeting William Wilson’ in the museum with 80 identically
dressed identical twins. The video of this performance was later integrated
5
See for the work of Sophie Calle https://www.perrotin.com/artists/Sophie_Calle/1#biography
6
See https://www.hauserwirth.com/hauser-wirth-exhibitions/2937-paul-mccarthy-piccadilly-circus
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in the show.7 Theys is in his work in general very interested in doubling
and subverting manners of seeing and being seen. The psychic confusion
that occurs as soon as we are confronted with such a doubling is developed
in the installations ‘William Wilson was here’ in which park objects such
as street lights, benches and dustbins are exactly copied and so become
objects worthy of observation, whereas they normally exist in the periphery
of a park exhibition. In the performance and video installation Meeting
William Wilson, that Theys showed for the first time in the MDD, the
themes of the presentation of the audience as object worthy of observation,
and the doubling, meet. The title refers to a short story by Edgar Allen
Poe, in which a young man is suddenly confronted with his doppelganger
who has the same name (William Wilson) and is born on the same day.
The presence of this doppelganger brings him into a total schizophrenic
confusion and eventually a dramatic unfolding of the plot occurs whereby
both protagonists die.
L.A.Raeven, the Dutch twin sisters Liesbeth and Angelique Raeven,
have a physical condition that makes them appear to be anorexic. In their
work they frequently make allusion to eating disorders and appearance. In a
recent work they created a robotic third twin sister Annelies that explicitly
is an ‘ugly robot’ to stress the questions the twins pose with flawless
reproduction and enhancement of live.8
Today, the relation between fact and fiction is overall discussed in
light of fake news, something that seems real, but isn’t. Dr. Phil Smith uses
the terminology ‘thinness’ to describe the thin line between the real and the
other. For this is evident in stories of folk horror, which lead him to almost
automatically ‘fictionalise’ the landscape he is studying.9 This ‘thinness’ for
me connects to what I would call an inframince quality that can amongst
others be applied in the context of the Anthropocene and the way we deal
with today’s landscape.
Fiction to heal the Anthropocene – two reviews
Imagination, or fiction, as a way of thinking our way out of the rut we
created ourselves called the Anthropocene, is central in two publications
7
See http://www.koentheys.org/video_folder/home_v_12.html
8
See https://www.ed.nl/video/production/robot-love-artificial-intelligence-in-eindhoven~vp49983 (in Dutch).
9
See https://www.ed.nl/video/production/robot-love-artificial-intelligence-in-eindhoven~vp49983 (in Dutch).
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I recently reviewed for Leonardo Reviews. I will here partly ‘collage’ these
reviews in the following as they connect well to my overall argument.
The publication Textures of the Anthropocene – Grain, Vapor, Ray
(2015) is a real intellectual candy store, consisting of four volumes that
each gain their identity through a different use of paper. Where the three
main volumes all have a white cover, the ‘manual’ is bright yellow and
relatively thin compared to the others. Thus, while reading one not only
has an intellectual but also a sensual experience that is quite important
to understand the main idea behind this publication. Being in the
Anthropocene is amongst others realizing and respecting the agency of the
nonhuman. Different qualities of paper, from grainy and light to glossy and
heavy, thus add to the information that is communicated.
These textures can also be seen to allude to geographical layers
which are further enhanced by the angles of approach of each of the
volumes.10 Grain, Vapor and Ray talk respectively about the particulate,
the volatile, and the radiant. The set-up is to bring various texts from
throughout history and from different disciplines into conversation with
contemporary comments. This results in a thoroughly and much needed
transdisciplinary undertaking. Although the volumes are accompanied
and not so much introduced by a ‘Manual’, the full publication as such
is certainly not one, or at least not in any traditional sense. It does not
intend to offer clear instructions of how to tackle the consequences of the
Anthropocene. What the manual text by Klingan, Rosol and Sepahvand in
the yellow volume makes beautifully clear is the importance of imagination
and storytelling if we want to find solutions or a way out. Narratives are
world making. Klingan, Rosol and Sepahvand refer to various authors to
make their point, from Hannah Arendt to Walter Benjamin, Henri Bergson
to John Dewey, but especially Michel Serres. Where Bergson already
pointed to the fact that “all division of matter into independent bodies
with absolutely determined outlines is an artificial division” (Manual, 2015,
p.11), Serres introduced the angel of flux (Manual, 2015, p.16), connecting
to the inherent viscosity of Earth. Serres also states:
Indeed, it is worth telling the (his)tory of a small, local,
singular element, that of an atom, a grain of sand, a thin layer of
fluid somewhere in the middle of this violent zone where various
flows intermingle (Manual, 2015, p.24).
10
References to the different volumes are in the following made through
their respective titles Manual, Grain, Vapor and Ray.
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Klingan, Rosol and Sepahvand connect these ideas with the mutability and
transformation of a history of imagination.
We used our imagination to get into the situation11 that we can call
the Anthropocene, we can also use our imagination to potentially get out of
it or find another way of dealing with it, even though we are at a point of
no return. As we finally have become human by recognizing the unhuman
in ourselves and in the world, this is the most important and creative
insight we can have. Interestingly Klingan, Rosol and Sepahvand bring play
into the equation, probably the last thing the average person would think
about when considering the Anthropocene. But referring to Huizinga’s
Homo Ludens the authors realise that “(p)lay is fundamental. … Things
change, because people play, tinkering toying, recomposing the rules”
(Manual, 2015 p. 38). Textures of the Anthropocene is very importantly about
reading and rereading, discovering and rediscovering, to keep our subversive
imagination and creativity flowing in dire times.12
Fiction as part of Living on a Damaged Planet
The publication Arts of Living on a Damaged Planet (2017) does not use
fiction per se, but real life stories that are so otherworldly that they seem to
become fictions, from mysterious mud volcanoes to the entanglement of
horseshoe crabs and red knots birds, lichens or new ways of evolutionary
thinking, spanning from the tiny to the universal.
Where the 20th century created, and sustained the fiction of individuality,
the 21st century shows that a (renewed) awareness of the entanglement
between the human and nonhuman is unavoidable if we want to survive
the damaging effects of our self-inflicted Anthropocene. Individuality
understood as consisting of single, independent entities, whether human or
nonhuman, might not have to be thrown completely out of our frame of
understanding as long as it is understood that it can only exist in relation
to the other. Arts of Living on a Damaged Planet, the fascinating outcome
of the conference of the same name that took place at UC Santa Cruz in
2014, makes this very clear. As a publication, it can be ranked alongside
Textures of the Anthropocene – Grain, Vapor, Ray (2015) in the way it raises
our attention not only via its content, but also through its design. Where
11
See for the choice for this word in reference to John Dewey’s distinguishing between ‘context’ and ‘situation’ Manual, p.18 and note 28).
12
A more extended version of this review was published in Leonardo Reviews
January 2018.
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Textures of the Anthropocene literally played with textures through the choice
of paper and font for each of its four volumes, Arts of Living exists out of
two parts within one volume that are printed in opposite directions. One
half is dedicated to the key theme Monsters and the other to Ghosts but not
necessarily in this order. Both halves are interchangeable, entwined and
entangled, they refer to one another and thus one finds oneself regularly
turning the book upside down to switch between one or the other part,
with page numbers either starting with M or G. Each part has its own
insightful introduction and coda, that however refer to each other and thus
form yet another form of entwinement. Arts of Living is in this way not
only able to engage the reader intellectually, but also physically and tacitly,
making it clear that intellect and body are equally entwined and entangled.
The editors Anna Tsing, Heather Swanson, Elaine Gan and Nils
Bubandt are all in one way or another connected to the Anthropology
department of Aarhus University, but the contributions to their book
come from a wide range of exciting authors of various backgrounds, most
combining several fields of knowledge. With essays by Ursula K. Le Guin,
Karen Barad and Donna Haraway as the more obvious highlights, those
by the other, possibly lesser known authors are certainly of equal interest.
Arts of Living is an explicitly trans- or cross-disciplinary book, confirming
that we need the intertwining of disciplines to find solutions for the rut
we got ourselves into. As stated in the introduction of the Ghosts part “to
survive, we need to relearn multiple forms of curiosity. Curiosity is an
attunement to multispecies entanglement, complexity, and the shimmer
all around us.” (G11). For the curious there is plenty to learn – from
mysterious mud volcanoes to the entanglement of horseshoe crabs and red
knots birds, lichens, or new ways of evolutionary thinking, spanning from
the tiny to the universal. Where the Ghosts part discusses various spectres
from the past that haunt our present in unexpected ways, the Monsters part
illustrates that any I is in fact a We as all of life exists out of interdependent
entities. In his book, Humankind: Solidarity with Non-Human People
(2017) Timothy Morton phrases how every human being consists of a
considerable nonhuman amount and is thus a collective in itself. Scott F.
Gilbert, eminent in the field of developmental genetics and embryology,
uses the phrase holobiont in his contribution to Arts of Living to show
how all creatures are symbioses of one sort or another. In the last essay of
the Monsters section, professor of ecology and evolutionary biology Ingrid
M. Parker shows that it is urgent to deal with our amnesia and blindness
Edith Doove
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towards things happening in the far or nearer past. In that sense, it is
interesting that the concept of ghosts and monsters was quite present in a
not too distant past that we seemingly have forgotten, namely that of the
19th century. Where the “vampires, mummies, doppelgangers, ghosts, and
zombies as well as Frankenstein’s monster, the Jabberwock, Helen Vaughan,
and the Invisible Man” (Internationalgothic.group.shef.ac.uk, 2017)
haunted literature as threatening aliens, the ghosts, and monsters of Arts of
Living however turn out to be very real and everyday threats. They occur
mostly in what we overlook, as in the meadow of Ingrid M. Parker but
also in the borderland between the U.S. and Mexico as described by Lesley
Stern who writes “in the interstices between cultural studies, memoir, and
environmental history.”
The ecosystem of our planet does not particularly need us humans
to survive and would probably be better off without us. As shown in the
past it will no doubt generate other life forms. If we want to stay part of
the equation we will have to come down from our high horse and start
paying attention to what we form part of. Arts of Living gives an excellent
indication of where to start with. The Ghosts and Monsters part meet in the
middle of the book where they state “Arts of Living are necessary because
of threats to our survival. On a Damaged Planet monsters and ghosts are
figures hiding in plain sight.”13
Fictitious Islands as Remedy
Another recent publication that could be seen as a potential manual for
the use of fiction as remedy, is Fiction as method (2018), based on the
conference of the same name that took place in 2015 at Goldsmith College,
London. The announcement for the conference aptly uses an intriguing
quote by Ursula LeGuin: “I am an artist, and therefore a liar. Distrust
everything I say. I am telling the truth.” as well as one by August Strindberg:
“it seems to me that I am walking about in my sleep, as though fiction and
life were blended.”14
This extremely rich volume, which brings together texts by authors
from various backgrounds, such as Dora Garcia and Simon O’Sullivan15,
13
This review was published in Leonardo Reviews, March 2018.
14
See https://www.gold.ac.uk/calendar/?id=8977
15
Many thanks to Simon O’Sullivan who was so kind to provide me with a
PDF of the publication when it was hard to come by in time for my seminar. In the
meantime it has gone in re-print, but I am still keen to buy it as a book, promise.
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resonates with my ongoing research in more than one way. It first drew my
attention due to the participation of Dora Garcia who I had asked to join
me as one of the co-curators of the project deDonderdagen (theThursdays)
at theatre deSingel in Antwerpen (2006). During this project Garcia staged
one of her Proxy-performances, Real or Fake (Drunk), in which two guys
in the bar of the theatre would seemingly be drinking a bottle of vodka
each. One of them however would drink water and play to get very drunk,
while the other actually drank proper vodka and really became very drunk.
The difference, between fact or fiction, was extremely hard if not at all to
fathom. (See illustration).16 Garcia throughout her work has used this idea
of the interchangeability of fact and fiction. In this volume she looks into
how fiction completely fuses with reality “To protect us from the truth”
(Shaw and Reeves-Evison, 2018, pp. 163-184). O’Sullivan on the other
hand continues his research into non-philosophy and specifically addresses
fiction as method. The latter is seen as “the mapping out of a speculative
and synthetic practice of thought”, with non-philosophy being defined as
“a form of thought that proceeds from the real, or, at a pinch, alongside
it: rather than the real (...).” (Shaw and Reeves-Evison, 2018, pp. 272 and
274).
16

https://desingel.be/en/programme/dedonderdagen/dedonderdagen-11
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Fiction as method states at its back flap
Fiction – it’s not just for storytelling any more. This book takes
readers on a whirlwind tour through a range of perspectives from
the arts and the humanities in order to reveal fiction’s prevalence and
functionality in the objects and processes that we are convinced are
completely real. More significantly, however, it describes the myriad
ways in which the elements that comprise this greater universe of
fiction have been discovered, produced, harnessed, and/or used for
purposes that stretch from the malevolent to the compassionate.
Steve Kurtz

And
Fictions, by definition, are works that present us with unreal stories
and situations. And yet, these fictions – novels, songs, pictures,
theories, and so on – are themselves actual things in the world. They
are processes, performances, and objects. They portray unrealities,
but they themselves are real. Steven Shaviro
Fiction as Method address[es] the role fictions have in our everyday
lives, [showing] how fictions can be used as means of revealing the
hidden workings of a state of affairs, and even of establishing a
certain agency within it. (Shaw and Reeves-Evison, 2018, p. 7).
In doing so it (r)ecognizes two strands that are often inseparable –
those that reveal structures and gain agency in the construction of
the everyday, and those deployed as holes to let in the ‘future’ or
‘abstract-outside’. (Shaw and Reeves-Evison, 2018, p. 8).

Shaw and Reeves-Evison discuss various aspects of fictionalizing,
both in and outside the art world. Inside they observe the
proliferation of fictitious art institutions as a form of institutional
critique. Outside there are the “fictional commodities” of Karl
Polanyi which can broadly be related to the fictions at the basis of
our banking methods since the collapse of the gold standard and our
reliance on belief systems (Shaw and Reeves-Evison, 2018, pp. 14
and 19-20). The main observation that also chimes with my ongoing
research, is however “the operative effect of something, irrespective of
its objective existence” (Shaw and Reeves-Evison, 2018, p. 16) and
the fact that with this volume they “[make] the idea tangible that
truth and fiction are dynamic concepts that are both produced and
productive. (Shaw and Reeves-Evison, 2018, p. 27).
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Editors Jon K. Shaw and Theo Reeves-Evison have called their
introductory chapter tellingly after the so-called Null Island where fact and
fiction meet in an extra-ordinary way:
At the center of the world there is a fiction; a fictional piece of land
a meter wide by a meter long. (…) It is called Null Island, and you
cannot travel there. … It is where the equator meets the meridian
(Shaw and Reeves-Evison, 2018, p. 7)

This piece of fiction lies of the coast of Africa, maybe not as accidental
as it might seem as Africa has played obviously an important role in the
construction of various fictions.17
The point where the lines meet, 0 degrees North, 0 degrees East,
baffles the machines. Computers need a piece of land there on which
to ground their calculations. So we feed them a fiction, throw an
island out into the ocean, tell the machines a story about the land at
the origin of the world; and in return they run the numbers for our
GPS, guiding us home safely at night, leading us to shoals of fish to
eat. From this unreal center, the machines can tag our photos to map
our memories and images onto the material world, can align our
satelites to coordinate and connect us across the Planet. Whenever
we perform one of these actions, we pass through this fiction. We are
transported home via this fictional island (…).
Through the stories and numbers of Null Island (…) we see a
fiction deployed as a method. The objectively untrue is brought into
operation within the everyday. (Shaw and Reeves-Evison, 2018, pp.
6-7)

This observation especially struck a chord with me as it connects directly
to my essay ‘Exploring the Curatorial as Creative Act Part II: The Artist
as Found System (2012)’18 which was intended as a thought experiment
around the idea of the artist as found system, open-ended and in constant
becoming, as an alternative and more flexible solution for the usual art
historic conceptualizing of artists. Inspired by Daumal’s Mount Analogue
and the island of Benoît Mandelbrot it makes use of a pataphysical,
pragmatist approach, exploring the realm between fiction and reality,
and tries to already apply Duchamp’s inframince in order to develop a
17
See for instance Raymond Roussel’s Impressions of Africa (2010).
18
In M. Punt and M. Blassnigg, ed., Transtechnology Research Reader 201213, 1st ed. Plymouth: Transtechnology Research.
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system(atic) thinking about the artist(ic). In other words, fiction as method.
The following paragraphs reprise part of this essay:

Daumal’s instructions in Mount Analogue on how to find the island
in his book, missing the Sandy Island might obviously have been due
to not approaching it in the right angle.21

Mandelbrot quite early on in the development of his fractal
landscapes made the somewhat surprising connection of these with
the science-fiction world of H.G. Well’s The Island of Dr. Moreau,
thus alluding to a connection between the fictitious and the real.
As Nina Samuel points out in her book about Mandelbrot “(t)he
fictional Dr. Moreau had tried to create a new world with mananimal hybrids, and it was for similar purposes that Dr. Mandelbrot
was using those mathematical hybrids from the nineteenth century”
(Samuel, 2012, p. 24).19 With the help of his fractals Mandelbrot
was indeed capable of creating completely plausible islands, just as
‘monstrous’ as the 19th century mathematician and philosopher of
science Jules Henri Poincaré had indicated the new mathematical
functions to be (Samuel, 2012, p. 24). This was mainly due to
the fact that an island is so to speak a fairly simple system as I will
describe in the following.
As described by René Daumal in his pataphysical, unfinished
novel Mount Analogue and its account of a voyage to an imaginary
island, “For a mountain to play the role of Mount Analogue, its
summit must be inaccessible, but its base accessible to human
beings as nature made them. It must be unique and it must exist
geographically. The gateway to the invisible must be visible.”
(Daumal, 1952:2010, p. 32) In Wells’s book the island is clearly
host to the invisible, or preferably not to be seen, monstrous. And
possibly that was also one of the factors that Mandelbrot alluded to
as his fractals were/are both visible and invisible.
As with many islands that harbour some unfathomable secret,
Wells’s island, just like Daumal’s, is somewhere situated in the Pacific
and thus exists geographically, be it fictitious. As for Daumal’s island
this seems to have entered reality from the fictional and back again
with the recent find and subsequent ‘undiscovery’ of the so-called
Google’s Phantom Island, a non-existent island that somehow
slipped into Google maps, images of which have more than a close
resemblance to some of Mandelbrot’s constructions. The origins of
this Phantom Island are said to lie in the 19th century. According
to librarian Shaun Higgins of the Auckland Museum who looked
into the matter, Sandy Island was discovered by the ‘Velocity’ in
1876 and showing up in an admiralty chart from 1908.20Following

Entanglement is key
Within the current context of fiction as method a Post-truth discussion is
inevitable, which Shaw and Reeves-Evison put in contrast with the rise of
fictionality in the 18th century (Shaw and Reeves-Evison, 2018, pp. 24-25).
Not surprisingly however, in relation to my own research into laughter,
Shaw and Reeves-Evison’s discussion of so-called Laughter yoga which “[a]
lthough at first a simulated fiction, … soon becomes contagious” and is
“predicated on the notion that the human body cannot tell the difference
between fake and genuine laughter!” takes more of my interest (Shaw and
Reeves-Evison, 2018, pp. 30-31). Of even more importance in relation
is their observation that fiction can send “semiotic ripples” in multiple
directions at the same time creating a “meshwork” (Shaw and ReevesEvison, 2018, p. 32), the simultaneity of which relates to Serres’s work
on the non-linearity of time which I relate to the use of the inframince as
operational tool (Doove, 2017, pp. 29 and 148). And finally there is Shaw
and Reeves-Evison’s view on collaboration, seen as a “non-hierarchical
productive sociality ... – with human and nonhuman others – [in which]
possibilities emerge for different relations to the Planet. Far from “mere”
escapism, then, the stakes of thinking of fiction as method are, again, the
highest. (Shaw and Reeves-Evison, 2018, p. 48).
‘Null Island’ in its discussion of fact, fiction and post-truth finishes
with a reference to ‘quantum fiction’ a term introduced by Charles Platt,
former graphic designer and editor of the seminal New Wave sf magazine
New Worlds. Platt advocated “collage aesthetics such as Burrough’s cut-ups”
and especially “call[ed] for texts to acknowledge the reader as an “active
participant” (just as the observer of a quantum event has a determinant,
though by no means necessarily intentional, effect)”. (Shaw and ReevesEvison, 2018, p. 48).

19
See my review of The Islands of Benoît Mandelbrot in Leonardo Reviews,
January 2013.
20
View: http://blog.aucklandmuseum.com/2012/11/the-mystery-of-an-island-that-isnt-there/ and http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/nov/22/sandy-island-missing-google-earth
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21
“It was on one of those days that Sogol explained to us why we had to try
and approach the invisible continent from the west at sunset, and not from the east
at sunrise. It was because at that moment, just as in Benjamin Franklin’s experiment
of the heated chamber, a current of cold sea air must rush towards the overheated
lower levels of the atmosphere of Mount Analogue. Thus we would be sucked toward the interior; whereas at dawn, from the east, we would be violently repulsed.”
Daumal, 70.
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This leads me to make a connection with Stephen Hawkings’s Reith
lecture on black holes (2016), in which he remarked “It is sometimes said
that fact is stranger than fiction”. The origin of that saying apparently goes
back to Lord Byron from his epic satirical poem ‘Don Juan’ (1832):
Tis strange—but true; for truth is always strange, Stranger than
fiction: if it could be told, How much would novels gain by the
exchange! How differently the world would men behold!

More well-known is the version of Mark Twain who in 1897 published a
travelogue titled ‘Following the Equator: A Journey Around the World’. In
the 15th chapter he included an epigraph:
Truth is stranger than fiction, but it is because Fiction is obliged
to stick to possibilities; Truth isn’t. —Pudd’nhead Wilson’s New
Calendar.
[The Gutenberg version adds: Truth is stranger than fiction—to
some people, but I am measurably familiar with it.]

penetrates us. It binds the galaxy together”. The way the video entangles fact
and fiction in a truly magnificent way through its various references to films
both Reeves and Rudd played in (with Rudd calling Hawking at one point
Redmayne after the actor that played him in a recent biopic), and science
in a humorous way, demonstrates how playfulness can lead to ingenious
solutions.
For me this is a clear, but maybe somewhat different demonstration
of what Fiction as Method intends to do, “constantly looping into and
out of, and stacking up, manifold registers of criticality, credulity, and
“entertaining belief ” in the text (Shaw and Reeves-Evison, 2018, p. 51) and
where “[f ]ictioning appears … as a means for encountering others in all
their irreducibility, and for re-chanting reality with the buzz of possibility.”
(Shaw and Reeves-Evison, 2018, p. 52). It is there in my opinion that the
true power of narrative medicine can be found.
Quite probably, to be continued, in one form or another.

Pudd’nhead Wilson was by the way a fictional character from a novel by
Twain with the same title from 189422 and creates through its name a
relation with Koen Theys’ work on döppelgangers, William Wilson.
What is shown here is the entanglement of fact and fiction alluded
to in Ingold’s ‘meshwork’ that seems to be absolutely engrained in our way
of being. Just because it is so engrained in our being, I see fiction (and art
in general) as our best way out. To illustrate this in a pataphysical way, both
tongue-in-cheek and deadly serious, I like to connect back to The Matrix by
way of a short, in my view both hilarious and to the point video published
in 2016 by IQIM, The Institute for Quantum Information and Matter
at CalTech. It seems to be the perfect combination of fact and fiction,
laughter and collaboration. In ‘Stephen Hawking faces Paul Rudd in epic
chess match (feat. Keanu Reeves)’ actor Paul Rudd is summoned by ‘future
Keanu’ to save the future of the world. This is eventually done by Rudd
challenging Hawking to a play of quantum chess in which figures amongst
others ‘Schrödinger’s King’ on his way to victory. Rudd manages to win
the game by remembering Keanu’s advice that “entanglement is key”. In
cracking open “the universe of possibilities” Rudd in his final statement
confirms Keanu’s advice, declaring that entanglement “surrounds us and
22
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https://quoteinvestigator.com/2015/07/15/truth-stranger/
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The Land of Making Invisible Things.
Lucinda Guy

She was nearly at the top of the tree. She thought it would be fun to climb
up to the top, and look down on the forest. What a long way she would
see! She climbed upwards. She came to the top of the tree -- and to her
great astonishment the last branch of all touched the clouds! Yes -- it went
straight up into a vast white cloud that hung, floating, over the top of the
Tree.
“Queer,” said Connie, looking up into the purple hole made by
the tree-branch in the cloud. “Shall I go up there -- into the cloud? Yes -- I
will.” She went up the last branch -- and to her still greater amazement
there was a little ladder leading through the thickness of the cloud from
the branch. A ladder! Connie was full of great curiosity. She could hardly
bear to wait to see what was at the top of the ladder. She climbed it -- and
suddenly her head poked right through the cloud, and into a new and
different Land altogether!
“Well!” said Connie in surprise. “So the children told the truth.
There is a Land at the top of the Faraway Tree -- and can I really be
dreaming?” She climbed up into the Land. It was queer. There was a curious
humming noise in the air.1 Silence, like music, is non-existent. There always
are sounds. That is to say if one is alive to hear them.2
“Excuse me,” asked Connie of a man who was gathering the pretty,
speckled mushrooms that grew out of the mist, “what Land is this?”
1
From The Folk of the Faraway Tree by Enid Blyton, from the Enchanted
Wood series, written between 1939 and 1951, where fantasy and wonder blend
with horror and menace. The lands that rotate at the top of the tree invite us to encounter otherworldly ideas.
2
John Cage, 45’ For a Speaker, 1954
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“This is the Land of Making Invisible Things” he explained.
“Originally we had in mind what you might call an imaginary beauty, a
process of emptiness with just a few things arising in it. What we had there
in mind was not so much ours (but we thought it was) as it was something
like those Japanese gardens with a few stones in them. And then when we
actually set to work, a kind of avalanche came about which corresponded
not at all with that beauty which had seemed to appear to us as an
objective.”3
“You must be John Cage” said Connie, recognising the
words from Where are we going? and What are we doing? “What is that
music I can’t hear?” she asked, “Can you not hear it too? I don’t think
we should listen to this, it’s not real music. I think we should not
listen to it.”
Then they stood together, for quite some time, listening and not
listening. Their thoughts were interrupted by the sound of a paintbrush on
canvas.
They walked around a corner and found Kazimir Malevich, painting a black
3
John Cage from ‘Where are we Going? And What are we doing?, 1961
Here he suggests invisible and non-existent art’s purpose of making space and tranquillity - a more peaceful world.
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square onto a white canvas. Beyond him stretched a busy marketplace, with
a great number of people, merrily creating all kinds of things. Some were
covering canvasses with white paint, others with black. Some were taking
photographs with the lens cap on or filming with the aperture closed, and
others writing out pages of music with each bar a 4-beat rest.
“Are you making invisible things too?” asked Connie.
“We can’t decide” replied one of the artists nearby. “Which is more
invisible? A black painting or a white painting?”
“Well I think they are all perfectly horrid” said Connie, prudishly.
“They should not be seen.”
Malevich looked up from his work, and called out to them,
cheerily;
“I have transformed myself in the zero of form and have fished
myself out of the rubbishy slough of academic art. I have destroyed the ring
of the horizon and got out of the circle of objects, the horizon ring that
has imprisoned the artist and the forms of nature. This accursed ring, by
continually revealing novelty after novelty, leads the artist away from the
aim of destruction…. Objects have vanished like smoke; to attain the new
artistic culture, art advances toward creation as an end in itself and toward
domination over the forms of nature.”4
“There is no such thing as an empty space or an empty time”
replied John Cage, “Left to myself, I would be perfectly content with black
pictures, providing Rauschenburg had painted them.”5
Malevich chose not to hear that comment, and continued;
“When, in the year 1913, in my desperate attempt to free art from
the ballast of objectivity, I took refuge in the square form and exhibited a
picture which consisted of nothing more than a black square on a white
field, the critics and, along with them, the public sighed, 'Everything which
we loved is lost. We are in a desert... Before us is nothing but a black square
on a white background!' Then I was gripped by a kind of timidity bordering
on fear when it came to leaving “the world of will and idea,” in which I had
4
Malevich, From Cubism and Futurism to Suprematism: The New Painterly Realism, 1915. An opposing view to Cage’s - art as destruction. Later, on the
map of these worlds, we suggest that the black canvas is closer to everything than
nothing, and can sit opposite rather than beside peace, silence or a white canvas.
5
From ‘On Robert Rauschenberg, Artist and his work’, Cage, 1961. Is
Cage suggesting here that he wants his monochrome paintings from a joyful, 50s
and 60s tradition, rather than stark early modernism?
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lived and worked and in the reality of which I had believed.” 6
“There is too much there. There is not enough of nothing in it.”7
said John Cage, and he and Connie walked onwards, past all the artists who
were industriously creating absence. A witch was cursing a sphere of air8,
and Roger Hargreaves was trying and failing, and trying and failing again to
draw Mr Nobody9.
Suddenly they all looked up and began to shout angrily;
“An imposter! Stop him! Stop him!” The artists turned on a man
who had been building an elaborate military cloaking device.
As I was going up the stair
I met a man who wasn’t there!
He wasn’t there again today,
Oh how I wish he’d go away!10
Chanted the artists.
“O dear, what can the matter be?” asked Connie.
“This is the Land of Making Invisible Things” explained John Cage,
“but he belongs in the Land of Making Things Invisible.”
In the middle of all the explanations, Connie went off very quietly
without being seen, and climbed a little way up the hillside to where she
had noticed Mrs. Hidden’s door… She stood in the doorway and peeped
inside… She found herself looking into a very curious room. It was small,
and yet it looked very, very big because when Connie looked at the corners
they faded away and weren’t there… It gave her an uncomfortable feeling,
as if she was in a dream… she could hear Mrs. Hidden, whoever she was,
speaking in a low, deep voice. But she couldn’t see her! Connie felt sure she
was standing not far off, but as soon as she looked at her she wasn’t there.11
On a small table close by she could see a folded paper with the words ‘the
6
Malevich, Suprematism, 1927.
7
Cage, Lecture on Nothing, 1959
8
Untitled, A Curse, Tom Friedman, 1992 “An 11inch sphere of space
floating 11inch above the top of a pedestal cursed by a witch” https://www.saatchigallery.com/artists/artpages/tom_friedman_8.htm
9
Mr Nobody, is drawn as an outline and otherwise transparent
10
Antigonish, William Hughes Mearns, 1899
11
This passage, again from the Faraway Tree, takes place in the Land of
Secrets. In that story, Mrs Hidden goes on to punish Connie’s eavesdropping by
silencing her voice.
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map of Everything and Nothing’12 just showing. Connie looked up again at
Mrs. Hidden.
“Well, if I can’t see her, she can’t see me” she reasoned. She grabbed
the map, and ran back down the hillside to where the artists were furiously
flicking black and white paint all over the military cloaking device.
She spread the map out on a swirling
cloud and everyone gathered around it.

12
The map was drawn to help organise the concepts in this story. The vertical axis takes us between everything and nothing, the horizontal axis between good
and evil. Any cultural product or idea can be placed somewhere on this.
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“Oh, bother said Connie. It looks like we will have to pass through
the void and cease to exist in order to reach the Land of Making Things
Invisible.”
“Look again” said John Cage.
Connie looked. He was pointing to the one thing that was in both
worlds – radio13. And then suddenly, it was obvious. The only way the
Land of Making Invisible Things could reach the Land of Making Things
Invisible would be by radio. Just then, a door to a studio opened, and
Hildegard Westerkamp beckoned them all inside to form a Co-operative
Radio.
At first, members of the newly formed Co-operative Radio
were challenged by the vast silence of the airwaves that accompanied the
license to broadcast. We knew how fragile silence was and that it could
be enhanced or destroyed by sound. In some ways, making radio is like
composing music. The same care for form and content has to be taken in
creating radio as in creating a piece of music. The same questions arise:
when to have sound and when to have silence; what sense of time to create;
what sounds to select; what to say and how to say it; how to retain the
dimensions of silence under a stream of sound; how to attract and keep a
listenership.14
Connie stepped up to the microphone. She felt excited and
wondering and happy. She felt as if there was magic about – although
she didn’t believe in magic! It was a simply lovely feeling.15 For wireless
rules out a certain range of sense in a most startling way. It seems much
more sensorially defective and incomplete than the other arts -- because it
excludes the most important sense, that of sight.16
No longer visible and frameable the stage becomes universal and
cosmic… An art without time or space, without yesterday or tomorrow.17
John Cage hastily scribbled a script for her:
I am here and there is nothing to say. If among you are those who wish to
get somewhere, let them leave at any moment. What we require is silence.
13
Would radio be the only thing? Radio artists talk about the invisibility of
their work, and radio as a means to put complex and ambitious work in the public
sphere, without disrupting the appearance of the space it occupies, subverting radio’s popular use as a commercial or military tool.
14
Hildegard Westerkamp, The Soundscape on Radio,
15
Faraway Tree
16
Rudolf Arnheim Radio p.135
17
From Futurist radio manifesto, La Radia
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But what silence requires is that I go on talking.18
Behind her the artists were tuning in radio receivers to intercept
military communications from the Land of Making Things Invisible. Many
voices, silences and noises began to sound at once, forming an imaginary
landscape19. They had bound the imposter up with invisible chords20, and
silenced his voice. He wriggled, agitated as a signal came through from his
own Land.
“The human being can be likened, in a way, to a radio
receiver which picks up and converts a whole series of different waves
of feeling, the sum-total of which determines the above-mentioned
view of life.” Jeered Kazimir Malevich.21
Everyone stood and held their breath – and they heard queer
muffled noises coming from the depths of the earth. Boom, boom, boom!
Boom, boom, boom!... “Ha ha, ho, ho!” suddenly came the distant sound
of laughter.22
Hildegard Westerkamp stepped up to Connie’s side, and whispered
into her ear;
“Imagine radio that, instead of numbing us to sounds, strengthens
our imagination and creativity; instead of manipulating us into faster work
and more purchasing, it inspires us to invent; instead of overloading us with
irrelevant information and fatiguing us, it refreshes our acoustic sensitivity;
instead of moving us to ignore thoughts and surroundings, it stimulates
listening; instead of broadcasting the same things over and over again, it
does not repeat; instead of silencing us, it encourages us to sing or to speak,
to make radio ourselves; instead of merely broadcasting at us, we listen
through it.”23
Connie closed her eyed. Around her she felt the transmissions
between the worlds rise up to form a sea of white noise, oscillating with
a new kind of silence, everything - nothing - everything - nothing: the
18
Cage, Lecture on Nothing
19
Cage composed several Imaginary Landscapes, for various instruments
and devices. In Imaginary Landscape no. 4, 1951, performers play 12 radios, varying the tuning and volume according to a score and conductor.
20
Musical chords that also serve as cords.
21
Malevich, Suprematism, 1927
22
In this extract from The Folk of the Faraway Tree the children hear mining
below the ground which is causing root damage and threatening to kill the tree.
23
The social and political implications of an artist’s/composer’s approach to
radio
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Faraway Tree itself was breathing. In a corner of the room, the imposter
waved in and out of being, as the Land of Making Things Invisible called
him home. The world was moving on.
“No-one is allowed to stay up here for the night. It’s too magic.
Come on, we must go!” Rather sadly they went to the hole in the clouds,
with a crowd of other visitors… Connie said good-bye. “I’m going home
tomorrow,” she said, “but I have had a wonderful time, really I have.”24

24
Connie says this towards the end of the Folk of the Faraway Tree as they
leave the Land of Treats, which concludes a series of unpleasant and humiliating
experiences.
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